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Executive Summary  

The exploitation of knowledge for service development 

Often Innovation is referred to as the implementation of newly invented artefacts, however 

this does not do the term justice. Service development is a type of innovation often forgotten, 

which is strange for services are often the backbone of highly developed economies. This 

master thesis has created a normative model in which we can analyse and provide new insight 

for the promotion of  knowledge intensive innovations like those seen in the service sector. 

 

The aim of this master thesis was to come up with a normative model on how to approach the 

exploitation of knowledge for the purpose of developing new service innovations. 

In order to formulate and address the point of exploitation of a knowledge network, this 

master thesis has first formed a definition of innovation and linked this to the second topic of 

knowledge. Current literature was investigated on knowledge and a theoretical framework 

was formulated that provides a way of analyzing optimal use knowledge within a firm. The 

argumentation for the existence of such a framework used to create the normative model and 

included the following steps: 

- The first challenge is making knowledge within a firm visible, hence: Knowledge as a 

composition of items that can be mapped. 

- The problem definition aims for the exploitation of knowledge for innovation 

purposes. Companies have several options for their development aims: Different 

knowledge compositions allow for similar innovations 
- First the current knowledge composition was identified, and then knowledge 

composition of several innovation options were defined. The next step needs to  prove 

that we can change the current knowledge composition such that it fits the needs and 

demands for the development of a new service: Through learning knowledge 

compositions change 

- First the current knowledge was made visible, then it was shown that there are several 

compositions that enable a company to innovate, after that it was shown companies 

can meet the knowledge needs for innovation through learning. The framework was 

concluded by showing that different changes of the current knowledge composition 

require different effort, and that different innovations result in a different benefit. 

Hence providing the optimal future path for a company. The core of this can be 

summarised as:  In identical environments, bigger transformations require more effort. 
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Life Time Analysis for Vanderlande Industries components. 

This master thesis used the normative model in a practical application at Vanderlande 

Industries in order to investigate how they can leverage their knowledge network to deliver 

new services based on Life Time Analysis. 

 

Life Time Analysis calculates the predicted life time of a system component based on various 

methods, each of these methods uses a different kind of knowledge base to establish the 

expected life time of a system component. This master thesis has defined four different kinds 

of Life Time Analysis which could be used by Vanderlande Industries. 

 

There is the prediction based on Spare parts consumption, which uses knowledge on the 

amount of a specific item placed in different sites and the number of spare part of this item 

used over time for each of those sites to come to an estimation of  breakdowns over time. 

This type of prediction is one of the most basic calculations possible, which indicates the life-

time of items over a period of time. This prediction skips over a number of issues, which 

makes the calculation very inaccurate and unreliable.  

 

Then there is the prediction based on system use according to process information, that 

combines knowledge on spare parts consumption and process knowledge of system use. Such 

a prediction estimates the life time in running hours, moved parcels, or start stops of the 

system. Such a calculation would need to take into account item specific information of both 

the use and the replacement.   

 

The third option is a prediction based on system use according to equipment use 

information, that combines knowledge on business processes and maintenance processes on 

system use. Such a prediction estimates the life time in (a set of) actions of an item, examples 

are the number of  rotations, pins passed, switches made, or scans conducted.  

 

Four pieces of knowledge are relevant for the topic of Life Time Analyses. First there is 

knowledge on the implementation of items in past and present projects. There can be no Life 

Time Analysis calculation without knowledge on the projects that were commissioned and 

their installed base. Second is knowledge on the replacement of items on different sites. An 

accurate Life Time Analysis prediction would not be possible without knowledge on the 

replacement of items, related amongst others to the type of items, the number of items and the 

reason of their replacement. Operational System Use is the third knowledge item which 

related to the flow of materials in the material handling systems.  

The last and fourth knowledge item is Operational Equipment use, one of the more detailed 

variations of Life Time Analysis would need to includes knowledge on the different actions 

taken by specific items.  
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The normative model describes how innovation can be analysed, providing insight into the 

knowledge necessary for innovation and the translations of the current knowledge. The result 

are described by the following overviews. 

 

   
 

 

Based on the benefits and effort for of each of the innovation options, this master thesis 

advices Vanderlande Industries to implement measures which  allow for the development of a 

Life Time Analysis calculation based on Operational Information related to System Use. 

 

The final knowledge compositions combined formed the foundation for the four suggested 

methods on how to use and improve upon the existing knowledge. 

- Make a key group responsible for Knowledge, Information and Data integrity 

- Takeover of Service must be more standardized 

- Promotion of a maintenance philosophy  

- Dedicated time for reporting and updates 
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Definitions 
 

Innovation (page 5) 

Innovation is the recombination of current knowledge. (Hargadon 2002) 

 

Knowledge (page 6) 

Knowledge is a whole set of knowledge items built up from information which form 

the basis for intuition, reasoning, insights, experiences related to customers, products, 

processes, markets, competition and so on that enables effective action. (Johnson and 

Lundvall, 2002) (Ammar-Khodja and Bernard, 2008) 

 

Maintenance (page 30) 

 The Terminology standard SS-EN 13306 (2001):   

 “Combination of all technical, administrative, and managerial actions during the life 

 cycle of an item intended to retain it in, or restore it to, a state in which it can perform 

 the required function.” 

 

Corrective Maintenance (page 30) 

 The terminology standard SS-EN 1106 (2001) according to (Bengtsson 2004): 

 “Maintenance carried out after fault recognition and intended to put an item into a 

 state in which it can perform a required function.” 

 

Predetermined Maintenance (page 31) 

 The terminology standard SS-EN 1106 (2001) according to (Bengtsson 2004): 

 “Preventive maintenance carried out in accordance with established intervals of time 

 or number of units of use but without previous condition investigation” 

 

Condition Based Maintenance (page 31) 

 The terminology standard SS-EN 1106 (2001) according to (Bengtsson 2004): 

 “Preventive maintenance based on performance and/or parameter monitoring and the 

 subsequent actions” 

 

Failure (page 36) 

According to Torell & Avelar (2004): “The termination of the ability of any 

individual components to perform its required function but not the termination of the 

ability of the product as a whole to perform.” 
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1. Introduction  
 

Innovation is an important engine for the economy of the western world, this was made 

explicit in February 2011 when United States president Barack Obama revealed his strategy 

for innovation in the report of the National Economic Counsil, Council of Economic Advisers, 

Office of Science and Technology Policy (2011). With such an importance of innovation for 

the economic model, comes the drive to guide and promote its processes through regulatory 

mechanisms. Examples of such mechanisms are the improvement of current regulatory patent 

systems in order to better catalogue and protect new inventions, tax reductions for innovation 

processes within Research and Development oriented company tasks, and the safeguarding of 

an educational system aimed at the facilitation of knowledge workers. (National Economic 

Counsil, Council of Economic Advisers, Office of Science and Technology Policy 2011) 

(Rutte and Samson 2012) 

 

Often Innovation is referred to as the implementation of newly invented artefacts, however 

this does not do the term justice. Service development is a form of innovation often forgotten, 

which is strange for services are often the backbone of highly developed economic. This 

master thesis will create a normative model in which we can analyse and provide new insight 

for the promotion of  knowledge intensive innovations like those seen in the service sector. 

 

This first chapter of the master thesis will be an introduction to the research done in the 

master thesis project. The first paragraph will provide the research aim, followed by the 

contribution of this thesis to the scientific and academic community. The following paragraph 

will be on the organizational structure in which this master thesis project is conducted. Then 

the methodology will introduce the research question that is used in order to address the 

research topic. This chapter is concluded by the main empirical research question of the 

master thesis. 

 

1.1 Research Aim 

A greater part of innovation science literature is focused on the development of new products, 

the development of new services is not often considered. Knowledge Intensive Business 

Service (KIBS) are heavily dependent on innovation of product and services with a high level 

of knowledge. For this group of businesses it is of vital importance to shed some light on the 

relation between the knowledge base and the development of service. Hence this master 

thesis main research aim will be: How technical service companies can exploit their 

knowledge network for the development of new services. 
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1.2 Organizational Structure 

The master thesis project will be conducted by ing. Marcel J. M. Koolen as a final proof of 

competency for the master course of Innovation Sciences at the Eindhoven University of 

Technology.  

 

The project is done under the supervision of the Eindhoven University of Technology, the 

department of Industrial Engineering and Innovation Sciences by the 1st Supervisor dr. 

Carolina Castaldi and 2nd Supervisor prof. dr. Koen Frenken. 

 

The practical application of the model at Vanderlande Industries is done under the 

supervision of ir. Erlend Hessel (concept engineer at Service Development), with support of 

expertise on this practical topic from the Tu/e by Prof. dr. ir. Geert-Jan van Houtum. 

 

 

Figure 1 “Master Thesis Organisation" 

1.3 Methodology  

The main research topic for this master thesis was previously defined as; “How technical 

service companies can exploit their knowledge network for the development of new services.” 

 

The core of this master thesis can be broken down into three phases which will subsequently 

be addressed by chapter two three and four.  To provided insight into this topic relevant and 

renowned scientific literature like Nonaka (1991) is consulted. Through this literature in the 

second phase a theoretical framework is constructed that allows for the analysis of knowledge 

for innovation purposes. Forming a normative model based on the theoretical framework is 

the third phase, such a model provides a standardized way for the application of the 

theoretical framework. The fourth phase is the application of the normative model through 

empirical research such that its usefulness for decision makers can be validated. The final 

phase is a reflection and conclusion upon the theoretical framework and normative model. 
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1.4 Practical application 

An empirical research question is used to test the effectiveness of the normative model in a 

practical environment.  

 

How can Vanderlande Industries leverage its knowledge to deliver new services based 

on Life Time Analysis?   

 

In accordance to chapter 2 the theoretical framework and chapter 3 the normative model, the 

answer to four sub-questions will provide the argumentation for the answer of the empiric 

research question:   

(1) What are the different knowledge compositions that would allow for similar Life 

Time Analysis innovations? 

(2) What is the knowledge composition of Life Time Analysis within Vanderlande 

Industries? 

(3) Which translations are needed to transform the current knowledge composition into a 

compositions that would allow for each of those similar innovations?  

(4) What is the effort and impact of those translations? 
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2 Innovation and Knowledge 
 

The first chapter was an introduction to the research topic of this master thesis. In this second 

chapter the theoretical framework will be formulated which will be used for the analysis of 

the problem as stated in the introduction: “How technical service companies can exploit their 

knowledge network for the development of new services.” 

 

This problem has two core philosophical issues that need to be addressed in this framework. 

In order to formulate and address the point of exploitation of a knowledge network, this 

chapter will first form a definition of innovation and link this to the second topic of 

knowledge networks. After that the master thesis will investigate current literature of 

knowledge and based on existing literature a formulate a theoretical framework which 

provides a way of analyzing optimal use knowledge within a firm.  
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2.1 Innovation 

The importance of innovation for developed economies has been emphasized when in 

February 2011 the American White House Administration released a report describing its 

innovation strategy. Key to this report is the notion that in advanced economies the economic 

growth is driven by the development of new and better ways for producing goods or 

providing services. 

(National Economic Counsil, Council of Economic Advisers, Office of Science and 

Technology Policy 2011) 

 

So innovations (especially in the current  western worlds), have become the basis for a firms 

competitive strength and the engine of the economy, and numerous policies are focused 

towards the stimulation of Innovation (Utterback and Suárez 1993).  But what is innovation? 

Some authors argue that innovation can be considered of a radical nature; it is the creation of 

something new which completely changes societies way of working (Mokyr 1990).  There is 

opposition to this philosophy of radical innovation, like (Hargadon 2002) who describes the 

phenomenon of radical innovation as a recombination of different forms of existing 

knowledge. Well known and praised innovations like the assembly line for automotives of 

Ford can (according to this paper) be broken down into the application of a recombination of 

existing knowledge. The theory of Mokyr is an issue for this thesis, for if innovation is of a 

radical and unpredictable nature, then there is no point in the construction of a framework to 

facilitate innovation.  
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First of all, it is important to stipulate that 

innovation and invention are often confused: 

where invention is the creation of new 

artefacts and knowledge, innovation is the 

implementation of those inventions in the 

real world. Take notice that it could be 

suggested that invention occurs once, 

innovation (the application of the invention) 

has occurred a multitude of moments. The 

visualization of this principle can be found 

in Figure 2 "Invention & Innovation". A 

classic example is the invented steam 

engine, which led to innovations like in trains (transport sector), but also the water pumps  

coal mines. Innovation through this view could also occur for similar applications of 

inventions in different companies. If there are several companies involved in the productions 

of systems that can pump water from mines, then the innovations (application in their 

processes or products) of the ‘new’ invention (steam engine) are unique phenomenon.  

 

The key involvement of knowledge in the innovation process is identified by Hohenegger, 

Bufardi and Xirouchakis (2008) through; “New product development, which is one of the 

most knowledge intensive processes, … “ . Knowledge is thus identified as the source for 

innovation, however knowledge is a notorious difficult philosophical topic that has been 

written and re-written over periods of decades (Bernstein 2007, Gourlay 2006). Ambiguity 

regarding the definition of knowledge allows for the construction of policy based on an 

argumentation where its foundation is a selective choice of such definition (Cowan, David 

and Foray 2000, West Griffin and Gardner 2006). This lack of consistency is not only 

causing problems for academics, but also when formulating policy for managers of the well 

known knowledge-creating-companies who are vulnerable to problems caused by 

misunderstanding (Nonaka, A Knowledge-Creating Company 1991). Furthermore as proven 

by some authors, loose  definition of a topic creates a problem for any academic research; if 

we are not able to understand and define what knowledge is, then in general (but especially 

for this master thesis), there is no sense in the creation of a framework that describes how we 

can optimally use knowledge (Fahey and Prusak 1998). The “ultimate knowledge irony” as 

described by Fahey & Prusak (1998) is applicable to this master thesis and clearly shows why 

a loose-definition would ruin the entire framework: “efforts to manage knowledge are 

themselves based upon faulty knowledge principles.” 

 

Based on the above argumentation this master thesis will work with the definition of 

Hargadon; Innovation is the recombination of current knowledge. 

  

Figure 2 "Invention & Innovation" 
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2.1.1 Definition of Knowledge  

Before we can look at knowledge, we first need to understand and define the difference 

between data, information, knowledge, and wisdom. This master thesis will use the 

definitions from Johnson & Lundvall (2002) which provides us with a clear distinction 

between data, information, and knowledge, which is supplemented with wisdom from Stonier 

(1997) as seen in Figure 3 "The triangle of wisdom": 

- Data can take all kinds of forms, for instance 

it can be a symbol like an arrow or an exact 

value. (Zack 1999, Johnson and Lundvall 2002)   

- Information can be described as “a message 

containing structured data” (Johnson and 

Lundvall 2002) .  

- “The fundament of knowledge is how people 

perceive and work with different kinds of 

information.” shows the  clear difference 

between information and knowledge. (Johnson and Lundvall 2002)  

- Wisdom, “...Information patterns forming the basis of the kinds of insight and 

judgement.” (Zins 2007) citing (Stonier 1997) 

 

 

The above list shows the clear difference between data, information, knowledge and wisdom. 

Now that we understand those differences, we can look at three examples of what knowledge 

actually could be, this will underline the variation in terminology which is one of the sources 

of the lack of a clear and single minded definition
1
 :  

- “The knowledge of a firm can be considered as owning a portfolio of options, or 

platforms, on future developments.”(Kogut and Zander 1992) 

- “Knowledge is information internalized by means of research, study or experience, 

that has value for the organization.”(Drongelen, Weerd-Nederhof and Fisscher 1996)  

-  “Knowledge is a whole set of intuition, reasoning, insights, experiences related to 

customers, products, processes, markets, competition and so on that enables effective 

action.” (Ammar-Khodja and Bernard 2008) 

 

The paper of Johnson and Lundvall(2002) provides insight towards the source of knowledge, 

while the definition of Ammar-Khodja and Bernard (2008) clarifies its content. This paper 

sees merit in both defintions and the ability to combine them, hence in this master thesis 

knowledge is defined as: "Knowledge is a whole set of knowledge items built up from 

information which form the basis for intuition, reasoning, insights, experiences related 

to customers, products, processes, markets, competition and so on that enables effective 

action.” 

  

                                                             

1 (Zins 2007) provides a list of 44 definitions of knowledge from a panel of leading scientists in the field. 

Figure 3 "The triangle of wisdom" 
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2.2  A critical review. 

Previously this thesis has shown that; (1) knowledge is important for innovations, (2) for the 

purpose of clarification shown the difference between data, information, knowledge and 

wisdom, and (3) defined though the definitions from literature what this master thesis 

considers to be knowledge. However the definition of knowledge shows that there are 

different kinds of knowledge, but it does not provide any clarification on any of the 

distinction of those differences. Three papers are investigated, first 2 well established paper 

of Nonaka, which explain an accepted model of profound importance in the scientific 

community regarding classification of knowledge and finally the third less know paper from 

Alice Lam who clarifies, adapts and builds on the classification of Nonaka.   

2.2.1 Ikujiro Nonaka : “The knowledge-Creating Company (Nonaka ,1991)” and 

“The Concept of ‘BA’: Building a Foundation for Knowledge Creation (Nonaka 

and Konno, 1998)” 

According to Nonaka (1991-1998) there are two 

kinds of knowledge; “Explicit knowledge that can 

be expressed in words and numbers and shared in 

the form of data, scientific formulae, specifications 

manuals and the like”; And Tacit knowledge which 

“is highly personal and hard to formalize, making it 

difficult to communicate or share with others.”    

In “The Concept of ‘Ba’ ” Nonaka and Konno 

introduce the SECI model, describing the evolution 

of Knowledge through four distinct  processes. 

These processes are visualized in two distinct 

figures;  Figure 4 “Spiral Evolution of Knowledge" 

Nonaka and Konno 1998) and Figure 5 "Ba and Knowledge Conversion" (Nonaka and 

Konno 1998) 

The four SECI phases are: 

Socialization: The core of Socialization is the sharing 

of knowledge among individuals. Nonaka and Konno 

emphasize that this is done in ‘joint activities’,  where 

two people are engaged in an activity within the same 

environment. Externalization: the practical side of 

externalization involves the ‘articulation’ of tacit 

knowledge (tacit knowledge is conversed into explicit) 

in a readily understandable form. Combination: 

explicit knowledge is shared through systemization, 

communication and diffusion and therefore the set of explicit knowledge becomes more 

complex. Internalization: The conversion of explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge, 

facilitate by two dimensions,  first the explicit knowledge must be put into a from where it 

can be translated into human action (for instance a trainings manual) and second it must be 

learned by an individual (for instance someone who does the training). 

Figure 4 “Spiral Evolution of Knowledge" 
Nonaka and Konno 1998) 

Figure 5 "Ba and Knowledge Conversion" 
(Nonaka and Konno 1998) 
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2.2.2. Alice Lam: “Tacit Knowledge, Organizational Learning and Societal 

Institutions: An Integrated Framework(2000)” 

Alice Lam recognises the importance of differentiation between tacit and explicit knowledge, 

however the paper also identifies the existence of a second dimension of knowledge. In the 

second dimension knowledge is classified as individual or collective knowledge. A model 

with four quadrants can be constructed through these two dimensions with two classifications, 

this model is shown in Figure 6 "Knowledge Types" . 

 

 

Figure 6 "Knowledge Types" (Lam 2000) 

 

Lam (2000) defines knowledge quadrants as;  

- “Embrained knowledge (individual – explicit) is dependent on the individual’s 

conceptual skills and cognitive abilities. It is formal, abstract or theoretical 

knowledge” 

- “Embodied knowledge  (individual – tacit) is action oriented: it is the practical, 

individual type type of knowledge ...” 

- “Encoded knowledge (collective-explicit), sometimes reffered to as ‘information’, is 

conveyed by signs and symbols. It is knowledge that has been codified and stored in 

blueprints, recipes, written rules and procedures” 

- “Embedded knowledge: (collective-tacit) is the collective form of tacit knowledge 

residing in organizational routines and shared norms.” Embedded knowledge is “... 

based on shared beliefs and understanding within an organization which makes 

effective communication possible.”.  
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2.3 Knowledge as a composition of items that can be mapped. 

The goal of this chapter is to develop a theoretical framework that provides a way of 

analyzing optimal use knowledge within a firm. At the core of this theoretical model will be 

the works of Nonaka and Lam. The first step in the creation of such a framework is providing 

a way for mapping knowledge, that step will be covered by this paragraph. 

 

Generally literature distinguishes knowledge within two dimensions, namely the 

epistemological
2
 and the ontological

3
.  The first dimension regards knowledge to be either 

explicit (that which can be articulated) or tacit (implicit, or knowledge which cannot be 

articulated), while the latter dimension classifies knowledge as being individual or collective. 

Literature is often disagrees regarding the separation of these dimension, often tacit 

knowledge is directly linked to being personal and hence individual knowledge, while 

explicit knowledge is often distinguished by the ease of sharing and hence linked to social 

knowledge.  

 

Another misunderstanding is the value of either classifications of knowledge within a 

dimension, for instance in the epistemological dimension knowledge can either be of an 

explicit or a tacit form (implicit), distinguishing between explicit and tacit. In numerous 

literary papers it is suggested that companies can benefit to greater extent from explicit 

knowledge, however as shown by (Nonaka, A Knowledge-Creating Company 1991) certain 

companies have shown that tacit knowledge can be equally valuable. 

 

The next sub-paragraph on the epistemological and ontological dimension will clarify the 

opinion of this master thesis on how different kinds of knowledge can be classified. Have a 

look at Appendix I “Epistemological dimensions of Knowledge” and Appendix II 

“Ontological dimensions of Knowledge” for an overview of literature on these dimensions.  

  

                                                             

2 Representing the “modes of expression of knowledge” (Lam 2000)  
3 Representing the “locus of knowledge” (Lam 2000), or more simply said; where knowledge can be found. 
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2.3.1 Epistemological Dimension 

What is ‘tacit knowledge’ or ‘tacitness’ and hence where then do we draw the line between 

that which is tacit and that which is explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is often described as 

inherently personal while explicit knowledge often is put on one line with Collective or 

Social (Nonaka 1991, Ammar-Khodja and Bernard 2008, Hansen 1999). However such a 

definition is a confusion of the two distinctly different dimensions of knowledge, furthermore 

often explicit knowledge (because of its codifiable nature) is mixed up with information 

which by its very nature is easily sharable and hence is considered to be collective knowledge. 

(Spender 1996, Lam 2000, Johnson and Lundvall 2002, Gourlay 2006) 

 

When considering the philosophical division between the epistemological and ontological 

dimension it is of value to keep in the mind the following examples: 

- Physicists can to a great degree codify the process within a nuclear fusion reactor, 

though the number of people with such detailed knowledge remains limited. 

- A service development engineer could construct a maintenance manual, though 

actually repairing a broken x-ray machine needs training first. 

- To an extent we have created a codified set of rules for behaviour on the road, driving 

however is still a skill that needs to be learned though experience. None the less  there 

are possible hundreds of millions who posses this skill.  

 

From a philosophical point of view knowledge is sometimes considered to be either a pure 

form of tacit or explicit and hence will never change, however a number of authors have 

identified practical problems with this pure division which is well formulated by (Zack 1999): 

“Knowledge may be inherently tacit or may appear so because it has not yet been articulated, 

usually because of social constraints.”  

 

In line with a more  practical view on tacit knowledge; a working definition from Hansen 

(1999) defines ‘tacitness’ of knowledge through analysing the flow of knowledge in 

codified or non-codified form. 
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2.3.2 Ontological Dimension 

Where the epistemological dimension focussed on how knowledge is expressed, it is the 

ontological dimensions  that focuses on transferability (Lam 2000). It is not an investigation 

on who owns a specific knowledge item, but how much effort transfer of knowledge would 

take.  Codification from the epistemological dimension is in some literature indentified as a 

key factor for transferability. However as shown in the physicist example of the previous 

paragraph, codification does not inherently indicate transferability. 

 

For this thesis the framework as constructed by (Ghoshal 1998) identifying knowledge within 

a Social Network as Intellectual Capital is adopted, where the creation and spread of this 

Intellectual Capital is influenced by four major factor.  

Access to parties for combining/exchanging intellectual capital 

“A fundamental requirement for the development of new intellectual capital is that it is 

possible to draw upon and engage in the existing and differing knowledge and knowing 

activities of various parties or knowing communities.” (Ghoshal 1998) 

Anticipation of value through combining / exchanging intellectual capital 

“..., in order for the parties involved to avail themselves of the opportunities that may exist to 

combine or exchange resources, value expectancy theorists suggest that those parties must 

expect such deployment to create value.” (Ghoshal 1998) 

Motivation to combine/exchange intellectual capital 

“Even where opportunities for exchange exist and people anticipate that value may be 

created through exchange or interaction, those involved must feel that their engagement in 

the knowledge exchange and combination will be worth their while.” (Ghoshal 1998) 

Combination capability 

“Even where the opportunities for knowledge exchange and combination exist, these 

opportunities are perceived as valuable, and parties are motivated to make such resource 

deployments or to engage in knowing activity, the capability to combine information or 

experience must exist.” (Ghoshal 1998) 
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2.3.3 The four knowledge quadrants 

In accordance to the definition of knowledge and the two distinct philosophical dimensions, 

considering that each of the two dimensions of knowledge has two variations
4
, it must be 

concluded that thus four different quadrants exist in which literature describes different 

variations of knowledge.  Table 1 “The quadrants of knowledge” provides an overview of 

each of those variations in accordance with the appropriate dimensions as suggested by 

Spender(1996) and Lam (2000).   

 

Table 1 “The quadrants of knowledge” 

 

 

Ontological Dimension 

 

 

Individual collective 
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Explicit 
Lam: Embrained Knowledge 

Spender: Conscious Knowledge 

Lam: Encoded Knowledge 

Spender: Objectified Knowledge 

Tacit 
Lam: Embodied Knowledge 

Spender: Automatic Knowledge 

Lam: Embedded Knowledge 

Spender: Collective Knowledge 

 

This model directly identifies the two dimensions (embrained- and embedded knowledge), 

which as stated in the previous paragraph,  are overlooked in numerous articles.  

  

                                                             

4 Epistemological has tacit versus explicit, while the ontological has individual versus collective 
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2.3.4 Innovation based on a Collection of Knowledge Items 

Knowledge as we have seen in the first paragraph of this chapter is a source for innovation. It 

is however important to note that it is not logical to suggest that knowledge is an isolated 

island all by itself. The fact that similar skills are practised in different ways would suggest 

that directly or indirectly knowledge is influenced or dependent upon other elements. This is 

also  supported by the notion that knowledge consisting out of a combination of tacit and 

explicit knowledge would improve the use of knowledge in general (Ammar-Khodja and 

Bernard 2008). If knowledge is a combination of tacit and explicit knowledge, then it is at 

least possible that knowledge can have two sub-elements, a tacit and an explicit element.  

Another key observation in this direction comes from Drongelen, Weerd-Nederhof and 

Fisscher (1996) is the existence of a "organization's knowledge base" which represents the 

large stock of knowledge available for organizations.  

 

However knowledge for a specific type of innovation does not need the entire knowledge 

base. There is numerous scientific literature that hints towards this notion, but few actually 

are able to state a demarcation concept; "a specific innovation is only dependant on a (select) 

amount of knowledge". Often such a principle is toughed by stating that innovation is the 

transformation or recombination of  knowledge learned in one domain and applied to in 

another (Drongelen, Weerd-Nederhof and Fisscher 1996, Hargadon 2002). It is also 

stipulated by the idea that knowledge is located within people, indirectly stating that since 

everyone is unique each person holds a unique (set of) knowledge. (Smith 2001)  

A practical example of this could be an innovation for one of the larger technological 

companies in the world. If for instance Philips medical would like to improve its x-ray device, 

then it might not be necessary to involve knowledge from an electric toothbrush. Or if google 

would want to improve on its google maps, then it would probably not need to involve its 

knowledge on fiber optics.  

 

Combine the first paragraph where knowledge was linked to innovation with the two 

arguments of this paragraph and one can conclude that innovation is based upon a selection 

of knowledge items from the knowledge base of a company.  
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2.3.5 Knowledge maps 

In previous paragraphs this thesis has shown that there are two dimensions that define 

knowledge, the epistemological that differentiates in the modes of expression and the 

ontological that differentiates in the ‘locus of knowledge’. These two dimension provides us 

with the ability to identify four distinct knowledge quadrants, its limited variation however 

does lack a certain real world dynamics that is necessary when investigating knowledge.  

 

This limited use is also shown by the fact that 

knowledge as shown in the previous paragraph is 

almost never purely tacit, explicit, individual or 

collective. This is supported by the notion that 

scales as developed in previous scientific 

literature are able to classify the degree of 

tacitness and transferability, allowing us to 

construct a frame as shown in Figure 7 “An 

example knowledge frame” in which we can 

localize specific knowledge. 

 

With the given definition of 

Knowledge, the existence of an 

organizational knowledge base, the 

two dimensions of knowledge, the 

principle that a knowledge 

composition for a specific 

knowledge holds a select collection 

of related knowledge items, the idea 

that we can map knowledge over the 

two dimension, are we able to map 

an knowledge composition as shown in Figure 8 "Knowledge composition map".  

  

Figure 7 “An example knowledge frame” 

Figure 8 "Knowledge composition map" 
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2.4 A limited number of different knowledge compositions allow for 

similar innovations. 

If Innovation as described in Innovation 2.1, is to be considered the recombination of 

knowledge, then the logical follow-up is that as shown in Figure 9 "knowledge composition 

to support innovation"; there needs to be a certain knowledge composition that can facilitate 

the creation of a desired innovative 

process.   

 

Furthermore the combination of 

phenomenon that (1) competing 

companies have a unique 

organizational knowledge base and 

(2) are able to introduce in retrospect 

of their competition similar 

technologies, would suggest that 

there is some form of leeway for the composition of knowledge necessary for similar 

innovation. This leeway is represented by the diameter of the circles, this visualizes that 

knowledge does not need to be of an exact composition to facilitate similar innovations.   

 

The fact that a wide variety of 

companies can accomplish similar 

innovations is an illustration for; 'a 

company has several options of 

knowledge bases to develop an 

innovation'. Figure 10 "alternative 

supporting knowledge composition" 

shows a possible alternative 

knowledge composition that could 

facilitate a similar innovation in 

comparison to that as depicted in Figure 9 "knowledge composition to support innovation". 

Though it is reasonable to assume that different companies with different knowledge 

compositions are able to produce similar innovations, it must not be confused with the idea 

that every knowledge composition is able to facilitate a specific innovation. This is proven by 

the fact that numerous companies are not able to keep up with the innovations of their 

competitors.   

 

  

Figure 9 "knowledge composition to support innovation" 

Figure 10 "alternative supporting knowledge composition" 
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2.4.1 Knowledge compositions change through learning  

In the previous paragraphs this thesis has shown the link between innovation and knowledge, 

provided a method for mapping a knowledge composition and shown that there are a limited 

number of knowledge compositions that enable a company to produce the desired innovation. 

This paragraph will show the reader how a company can translate its current knowledge base, 

such that it meets the prerequisites for the desired innovation. 

 

“Knowledge creation is a spiralling process on interactions between explicit and tacit 

knowledge”, that revolves around four distinct knowledge transformations: ‘Specialization or 

Tacit-to-Tacit’, ‘Externalization or Tacit-to-Explicit’, ‘Combination or Explicit-to-Explicit’, 

‘Internalization or Explicit-to-Tacit’ (Nonaka and Konno 1998). These processes are well 

known in the academic world, the main issue though is that they lack direct differentiation in 

the ontological dimension, therefore my proposition is an alternative where  the mentioned 

concept is adapted. (Spender 1996, Lam 2000) 

Internalization of knowledge is 

transformation in such a way that it becomes 

more difficult and less beneficial to share. 

Externalization is where the original 

knowledge is transformed such that it 

becomes more easily sharable. With the 

Specialization process knowledge is made 

less codifiable though for example making it 

more dependent upon experience and skill of 

people. Codification of knowledge involves 

unsurprisingly through the transformation of more knowledge that enables more codification.  

  

A philosophical conundrum is the diagonal transformation
5
 caused by the notion that such a 

translation would occur in two dimensions. My argument is that such translations could take 

place since it is a change in the nature of knowledge, not the change in content and body. Its 

foundation lies in the principle that individual could still be the only one who would posses 

collective tacit knowledge. Such a diagonal transformation is a vector of the epistemological 

and ontological translation. 

  

                                                             

5 transformation between embrained–embedded and embodied-encoded knowledge 

Figure 11 "Knowledge Translations" 
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2.4.2 Transformations to suit innovation needs 

As shown in this chapter, (1) companies have an organizational knowledge base, (2) which 

holds knowledge compositions of specific topics, (3) an innovation needs a certain 

knowledge composition to be 

developed and (4) learning enables 

companies to change their knowledge 

composition. These elements 

combined provide us with a clear 

overview like in Figure 12 

"Translations for the facilitation of a 

company’s Innovative process". 

 

2.5 In identical environments, bigger transformations require more effort 

As shown previously. similar innovations can be accomplished through several knowledge 

compositions, allowing companies that want to achieve such an innovation to choose between 

several options. An alternative to 

Figure 12 "Translations for the 

facilitation of a company’s Innovative 

process", is Figure 13 “A second 

innovation option.  When considering 

all the options, a company can 

construct a roadmap similar to Figure 

14 “Translation overview, creating a 

comparison of each of the  knowledge 

composition translations that would 

facilitate the required innovation.  

One issue is still remaining; Other 

then the creation of insight, what 

would be the reason for a company to 

go through the effort of creating such 

an overview? 

 

First note that this is a composition of 

knowledge on one topic, however 

items in this composition could also 

be an element in a composition relating to a different subject. Take the previous engine 

example, if I wanted to develop a new engine then the spark plugs would be one of the 

knowledge items related to that topic. However those sparkplugs are connected to the 

electrical grid, making them an item in that knowledge composition as well.  Translating 

knowledge on the spark plugs will hence also cause the same translation in both compositions.  

Figure 13 “A second innovation option” 

Figure 14 “Translation overview” 

Figure 12 "Translations for the facilitation of a company’s Innovative 
process" 
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Secondly bigger translations of the same knowledge items would suggest a bigger change for 

the company in its organizational knowledge base and hence the amount of effort that to 

change and integrate such knowledge would be bigger. 

So to answer the previous question, this framework allows companies to choose for a 

translation path of their current knowledge composition, such that the translations have a 

minimum amount of the impact on other topics,  and the less effort of limited resources like 

time and money are necessary for the change of the current knowledge and integration of the 

new knowledge.  

 

2.6 Conclusion to Innovation and Knowledge 

The aim of this chapter was to come up with a theoretical framework on how to approach the 

exploitation of knowledge for the purpose of innovation. 

The idea that knowledge resides in people is possible one of the origins for the idea of 

knowledge networks, this knowledge within a network is sometimes referred to as intellectual 

capital (Ghoshal 1998). This intellectual capital can then be mapped in the form of a social 

network map, however as indicated in this chapter,  transferability of knowledge is but one of 

its dimensions. Hence the focus for research be on how to exploit knowledge by mapping the 

nature of  knowledge within an organization or company network.   

In order to formulate and address the point of exploitation of a knowledge network, this 

chapter has first formed a definition of innovation and linked this to the second topic of 

knowledge. Current literature was investigated on knowledge and a theoretical framework 

was formulated that provides a way of analyzing optimal use knowledge within a firm. The 

argumentation for the existence of such a framework was done through the following steps: 

- The first challenge is making knowledge within a firm visible, hence: Knowledge as a 

composition of items that can be mapped.  

- The problem definition aims for the exploitation of knowledge for innovation 

purposes. Companies have several options for their development aims: Different 

knowledge compositions allow for similar innovations. 

- First the current knowledge composition was identified, and then knowledge 

composition of several innovation options were defined. The next step needs to  prove 

that we can change the current knowledge composition such that it fits the needs and 

demands for the development of a new service: Through learning knowledge 

compositions change. 

- First the current knowledge was made visible, then it was shown that there are several 

compositions that enable a company to innovate, after that it was shown companies 

can meet the knowledge needs for innovation through learning. The framework was 

concluded by showing that different changes of the current knowledge composition 

require different effort, and that different innovations result in a different benefit. 

Hence providing the optimal future path for a company. The core of this can be 

summarised as:  In identical environments, bigger transformations require more effort. 
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3 Normative model 
 

In accordance to the theoretical framework as constructed in the previous chapter, an 

organization or company needs to analyse knowledge through a number of phases to create a 

pathway in preparation of an innovative process. The aim of this chapter is to facilitate a 

normative model in accordance to the phases as proposed in the theoretical framework, each 

of those phases is represented by a paragraph in this chapter. 

 

 
  

3.1 Knowledge as a composition of items that can be mapped 

As concluded in the theoretical framework; the first challenge is making knowledge within a 

firm visible. To do this a knowledge topic must be formulated, e.g. we must understand what 

we are investigating. Then we must uncover which knowledge items are involved with this 

knowledge topic, and finally an analyse based on predetermined scales of the current 

situation of the knowledge items related to that knowledge topic must be made. 

 

3.1.1 Formulating the knowledge topic 

There are two reasons for why this is far more difficult than most would expect. The main 

reason would be that people often don’t really understand what they are looking for. 

Innovations transcends any organizational division, even more important; it often transcends 

the boundaries of the organization itself. This requires a person defining the topic to have the 

ability to understand the needs of a diverse involved field of actors. 

A second layer to the first issue; even if people appear to know what they want, then there 

could be issues of misunderstanding what they actually want. Possible this is caused by 

miscommunication or the use of different frame of references between that person and the 

investigator.   

Take for instance the example in the paper of Nonaka (1991), here an electronics company 

wants to build a specific bread baking machine, however they are not able to reproduce the 

desired bread. In order to better understand the problem an investigation is started by a 

software developer (Tonaka) from that electronics company. It took intensive training with 

the head baker from a distinguished hotel before the engineer was able to understand the 

involved process and could identify the true problem at hand. Only after this insight was the 

electronics company able to produce this record selling bread machine. 
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3.1.2 Researching involved knowledge items 

In the second chapter this master thesis defined knowledge as "Knowledge is a whole set 

knowledge items build up from information which form the basis for intuition, reasoning, 

insights, experiences related to customers, products, processes, markets, competition and so 

on that enables effective action.”  

 

This definition would imply that we could analyse knowledge through the information related 

to specific knowledge items. Ontological and Epistemological dimensions of a knowledge 

item could thus be analyzed through codifiability and transferability of the related pieces of 

information.   

 

Codification 

Basically codification of knowledge can be observed through the flow of knowledge in 

codified or non-codified form. Properties of the knowledge flow that would provide insight in 

codification is firstly if the information on which the knowledge is based can be found with 

experts or in documentation and secondly if the information sufficiently explains the subject. 

 

Transferability 

In line with the suggestion in 2.3.2 Ontological Dimension, the focus for measuring 

knowledge items in the ontological dimensions lies in accordance to Ghoshal (1998) towards 

investigating four specific aspects of information which makes up the foundation of a 

knowledge item: Access to parties, Anticipation of Value, Motivation to combine, and 

Combination Capacity.  

 

Example 

Table 2 "Mapping knowledge in the epistemological dimension" depicts how knowledge can 

be analysed and scaled into the epistemological dimension. For the ontological dimension a 

similar table could be used for investigating transferability of knowledge.  

 

 
Table 2 "Mapping knowledge in the epistemological dimension" 

 

Knowledge Composition for a particular Innovation 

Ratio Experts or Documents Accuracy of documented informetion 

 In
fo

rm
atio

n
 

A 

Ratio Experts or Documents of each 

piece of information related to item A 

The accuracy of each piece of 

information related to item A 

B 

C 

D 

Totals Codification item A 
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3.2 Different knowledge compositions allow for similar innovations 

The second challenge for a company was defined as; there is a need for 

a number of available innovation options, hence: Different knowledge 

compositions allow for similar innovations. 

 

This paragraph will provide a method for defining different knowledge 

compositions that allow for similar innovations. Several steps need to 

be taken in order to accomplish this; first an overview needs to be 

created of the different possible options, a number of those options need 

to be chosen for further analysis. Then an investigation must be 

conducted on which knowledge topics need to be present to facilitate those options. As a last 

step an estimation needs to be made for each knowledge item on the range of values within 

the ontological and epistemological scales, that would allow for the particular innovation. 

 

3.2.1 Make an overview of the different possible innovations with their 

properties, and identify the best options. 

As suggested in the theoretical framework, companies or organizations faced with a problem 

have a number of similar innovation options. Each option might be a better or worse solution 

for the problem as defined in the previous step. These fits can be mapped in a table, and 

possible options can be selected on such a table similar to Table 3 "Innovation Options". 

 
Table 3 "Innovation Options" 

 

Innovation options 

Benefits 

(H) High benefit, (A) Average benefit, (L) Low benefit 

Actor 1  Actor 2 Actor 3 Actor 4 

Option 1 L H L L 

Option 2 A L L H 

Option 3 H A A A 
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3.2.2 For each Item create a list of the involved knowledge items 

Create an overview that visualizes for each of the in paragraph 3.2.1 selected innovation 

option analyse, which of the knowledge items from 3.1.2 are of interest. An example 

overview is shown below in Table 4 "Knowledge items related to Innovation Options" 

 
Table 4 "Knowledge items related to Innovation Options" 

Knowledge Item Innovation Option 1 Innovation Option 3 

A X X 

B X  

C  X 

D  X 

 

  

3.2.3  Analyze the target in the ontological and epistemological dimension that 

such a knowledge item should have for the proposed innovations.  

In the step a number of relevant Innovation options were selected for further analysis, the 

successive step analysed which of the identified knowledge items were relevant for each of 

those options.  In this step a target for the ontological and epistemological dimensions for the 

knowledge items for each of the innovation options is investigated.     

These investigations are done in a similar fashion to that of analysis of the current knowledge 

composition, the only difference here however is the addition of a certainty (c) index. This 

certainty index is necessary for two reasons; (1) though innovation can to some extent be 

predicted and guided, it remains an event in the future, hence a level of uncertainty will be 

present. (2) The analysis is done though actors and stakeholders, the accuracy on the 

prediction is per individual different.  

 
Table 5 "Target of knowledge composition for Innovation A." 

 Knowledge Composition, the ontological dimension for Innovation A 

Anticipation of Value Access to parties Capacity to work with 

Information A    

B    

C    

D    

Totals    
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3.3 Through learning knowledge compositions change 

The current knowledge composition of a firm or organization 

was mapped in the first paragraph. In the second paragraph 

innovation compositions where mapped. This paragraph 

analysis how, through learning, the current knowledge items 

need to be transformed, such that they fit to the innovation 

compositions. Hence this paragraph provides a model that need 

to be repeated for each innovation composition.  

 

In paragraph 2.4.1 “Knowledge compositions change through learning” this master described 

the process behind changing the current knowledge base. However don’t let the simplicity of 

Figure 11 "Knowledge Translations" fool you, for as shown in the previous paragraphs; 

knowledge consists out of 4 properties in the ontological dimension and 2 for the 

epistemological.  Though the sum of the translation could be in one direction, such a vector 

would be a simplification of a translation in up to 6 knowledge properties. 

 

 
Table 6 "Translations for Item A" 

Item A Current Innovation opt 1 Innovation opt 3 

Epistem: Experts or Documents    

Epistem: Accuracy    

Ontologic: Anticipation of Value    

Ontologic: Location of knowledge    

Ontologic: Access to parties    

Ontologic: Capacity to work with    
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3.4 In identical environments, bigger transformations require more effort 

The first paragraph explains the creation of a knowledge 

composition for a company or organization. The second 

paragraph showed how to map the composition of 

different possible innovations. The third paragraph 

introduced a way of looking at the changes to the current 

knowledge composition needed for the creation of a 

knowledge composition suitable for the desired innovation. 

This paragraph provides the final piece of the framework 

through comparing the impact and effort of the different 

necessary changes, such that a conclusion can be made towards the best way of leveraging 

knowledge writing a company or organisation for innovation purposes.  

 

Figure 16 "Learning, item A" can be created when looking at a single knowledge item, and 

the transformations necessary for all the innovation options. This can also be done for all 

knowledge items and all innovation options, as represented in Figure 15"All knowledge 

transformation". Through such an overview it becomes quite clear that the translations for the 

realization of each innovation composition is different.  

 

   
 

 

  
Table 7 "Knowledge translation delta's" 

Knowledge 

Delta’s  

Codification  Transferability 

Innov opt1 Innov opt3  Innov opt1 Innov opt3 

A a c  a c 

B b   b  

C  d   d 

D  e   e 

 

 

  

Figure 16 "Learning, item A" Figure 15"All knowledge transformation" 
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3.4.1 Barriers and the required effort for knowledge transition 

As shown in the previous paragraph, knowledge translations are not as straight forward as 

they might be perceived. There are two reasons for this, for the first we need to go back to the 

previous chapter, there it is stated that a knowledge item does not only have to be part of the 

investigated knowledge topic, it can also be part of other topics. Hence big change to one 

item can impact other vital topics as well. And second due to environmental dependencies a 

translation in one knowledge item might cost more effort compared to a similar translation in 

another item. This is best described by an example; changing a knowledge item that would 

involve 5 people, would probably cost less effort compared to a similar change in knowledge 

for 5000 people. Now, this does not have to be a direct relationship (factor 1000), but it is 

safe to say that there is a difference. 

 

This implies that there are certain distinct barriers for knowledge to be transformed in any 

direction. Such barriers can be inhibit knowledge translations for more than just one 

knowledge item. The impact of such barriers on each individual item should be analysed in a 

fashion as described by Table 8 "Translation Barriers". 

 
Table 8 "Translation Barriers" 

Barriers Translation Barriers SUM 

1 2 ... N 

Knowledge 

items 

A 1 2 ... ... W 

B 5 3 ... ... X 

C 4 3 ... ... Y 

D 2 2 ... ... Z 

 

 

Since the translation delta's have been defined in  

Table 7 "Knowledge translation delta's" and the relationship between knowledge items and 

translation barriers is shown in Table 8 "Translation Barriers", the effort of the knowledge 

translations for each of the innovations can be calculated as depicted in Table 9 "Translation 

Effort". 

 
Table 9 "Translation Effort" 

Effort Codification Transferability 

Innovation 1 Innovation 3 Innovation 1 Innovation 3 

A DeltaC * W DeltaC * W DeltaT * W DeltaT * W 

B DeltaC * X  DeltaT * X  

C DeltaC * Y DeltaC * Y DeltaT * Y DeltaT * Y 

D  DeltaC * Z  DeltaT * Z 

Total effort Effort CI1 Effort CI3 Effort TI1 Effort TI3 
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3.5 The added value of this model 

Often an engineer could without much difficulty come up with a list of things that a company 

needs to implement before it can use a certain technology. The question hence raised here; 

“what is the added value of this model?”. 

 

For that we need to take into account that:  

 (1) The knowledge base as perceived by the people involved. 

 (2) The investigation goes beyond a analysis for one single innovation. It is able to 

       compare different innovation options. 

 (3) The model will provide results that are not directly visible 

 (4) Is able to capture important relationship between different innovations options and 

       the current situation 

 (5) The model is able to indicate in a detailed level where the most effort will need to 

       be put. 
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4 A Practical application 
The first chapter of this master thesis introduced the problem definition. Based on literature a 

theoretical framework was constructed in the second chapter. The third chapter was used to 

formulated a normative model for the application of the theoretical model. In this fourth 

chapter this master thesis will focus on the main research question and its sub-questions.  

 

The first paragraph will be the problem definition that provides the reader with the context of 

this case and the research question that will be answered in this chapter. The second 

paragraph will describe the possible innovations and the related knowledge compositions. In 

the third paragraph the current composition of knowledge will be determined. The 

translations that are necessary are discussed in the fourth paragraph. Finally the conclusions 

for Vanderlande Industries and the reflection of the research process are combined in the final 

paragraph.       

 

Introduction
Theoretical 

framework

Normative 

model
Application Conclusion

Research 

Question

Innovation 

composition

Current 

Compositions
ConclusionTranslations

 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This paragraph is concerned with introducing the research question and will start off with a 

description of the general working environment within Vanderlande Industries. Then it will 

follow-up with a paragraph on some of the motivation of Vanderlande Industries to improve 

their current way of working. This chapter is concluded by stating the research question 

which was used as the target for answering how Vanderlande Industries could reach the 

aimed improvements.  
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4.1.1 Vanderlande Industries 

Vanderlande Industries (VI) was founded in 1949 and creates material handling systems for 

customer companies all over the world
6
. Over 2300 people were employed worldwide by 

Vanderlande Industries in 2012, from which around 1000 work at the headquarters in Veghel 

the Netherlands. Together they sold projects with a value of around 550 million euro’s ( 715 

million US dollar) and created a year net profit of 

16,6 million Euro ( 21,5 million US dollar ), which 

is a net profit of a little over 3%.  (Vanderlande 

Industries 2013) 

There are 4 core markets that are currently being 

addressed by Vanderlande Industries; “Baggage 

Handling”, “Warehouse automation”, “Parcel & 

Postal” and “Costumer Services”.  Vanderlande 

Industries has local offices worldwide called 

Customer Centers (CC’s) that are active in these 

markets.  

 

Vanderlande Industries does never just sell 

equipment, there is always some level of service 

provided to the customer. The first and most basic 

form of service is a contract that only includes the 

provision of spare parts to the customer. The last is 

the highest level of service provided to a customer. 

(Stadhouders 2011), such a tailor made contract 

includes VI maintenance teams which are 24/7 

present on site and system problems have to be 

solved in an contractual agreed time. This last type 

of service is also called a “site based service 

contract” and Vanderlande Industries had 91 million of sales income from these kinds of 

projects in financial year of 2013.  The costs for these contracts are divided in 4 categories as 

shown in Figure 18 “Site based maintenance cost.(Cramer and Deurzen 2013)  

Each of the Customer Centers is responsible for the execution of service contracts. For nine 

years Service Development is located at the headquarters in Veghel and is tasked with the 

standardization and development of (new) services, and distributing them across all of the 

CC’s.  This assignment is tasked under the department of Service Development. 

 

  

                                                             

6 Example: Appendix III “3d Layout” 

Figure 17 "Vanderlande Industries a financial 
overview." (Vanderlande Industries 2013) 

Figure 18 “Site based maintenance cost” 
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4.1.2 Drive to improve  

Vanderlande Industries has a constant drive to deliver Value for Money, improve the Quality 

of products and enable Time-Reduction in both the build and maintenance of systems. One 

key management aim is to increase the value of services of to 300 million. A barrier for such 

further improvements is the current method of predicting the useful life of products. 

Currently predicting life time is mainly done through some of the general documentation of 

part supplier and the tacit experience of engineers, such a rough prediction is problematic for 

a number of reasons;   

 

TCO  

The initial investment is often but a portion of the total costs, this principle of Total Cost of 

Ownership (TCO) has gained the interest of a number of clients. This increased awareness 

requires a matching knowledge increase in Vanderlande Industries capabilities to accurately 

predict system performance and argue the best case for the client regarding of value for 

money.  

 

Maintenance  

Maintenance by Vanderlande Industries can best be described as a Predetermined form of 

maintenance based on standard time intervals. A more accurate form of maintenance would 

be Predetermined Maintenance based on Life Time Analysis information. The current form 

of maintenance is to generic, which in tailor made systems poses a serious problem.   

 

Furthermore the exact cause of break-downs is often difficult to uncover for information on 

historic use of the specific item is not readily available. The development of a tool that would 

calculate life time could be further used to provide such detailed information.  

 

Spare parts supply 

Planning of spare parts supply to customers is currently done through direct requests from the 

customer or maintenance teams. A more ideal scenario would be to provide the customer the 

option of buying a set of spare parts, this set would then include a number of items of which 

Vanderlande Industries predicts could fail in the near future. By doing so Vanderlande 

Industries could take a more pro-active stance towards the spare parts supply for customers, 

and help to reduce maintenance or down-time costs. Such packages would show the expertise 

of Vanderlande Industries and enhance the current corporate image at the client side.  

 

Research & Development  

The development of for instance a new conveyor includes the choice for a specific motor,  

such a decision includes a wide variety of properties like power and energy consumption. The 

lifetime of the motor could be a additional argument, possible improving the quality of new 

products. It would also provide the opportunity to increase the awareness of service problems 

at Research & Development (R&D) projects.  
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More detailed - Total Cost of Ownership 

Customers want to know what the costs are for their systems, hidden and unexpected costs 

are not tolerated within systems that are critical for the company operations. Many different 

views on TCO are available; where some focus on the division between costs that are visible 

before, during after the purchase of a system, others identify the costs within the acquisition 

phase and those made in the utilization phase. (Chen and Keys 2009) 

In general TCO views are comprised out of several costs; Acquisition, Maintenance, 

Operating and Downtime (Öner, et al. 2007).  Additional TCO costs could be Specific 

costumer related costs, Opportunity costs, Quality, Logistics and  Technological Advantages. 

(Ferrin and Plank 2002).  

 

More detailed - Improving Maintenance 

A mayor concerns for customers is the downtime costs, their system is often a part of the 

operational backbone or lifeline of the organization, hence any downtime can therefore 

severely impact operations. It is not unheard of for projects to have down-time cost that are 

above 40% of the total cost of ownership and hence almost reach half the value of a system 

that is often worth well in the tens of millions of dollars. (Öner, et al. 2007)  

 

A key factor in reducing down-time is the improvement of maintenance processes, the 

definition of maintenance that according to (Bengtsson 2004) can be found in The 

Terminology standard SS-EN 13306 (2001):  “Combination of all technical, administrative, 

and managerial actions during the life cycle of an item intended to retain it in, or restore it to, 

a state in which it can perform the required function.” 

 

In general there is a division in types of maintenance between corrective maintenance where 

items are replaced after they fail (or show signs of imminent failure) and preventive 

maintenance that tries to replace an item before it shows signs of failure. 

 

Corrective maintenance 

The most basic of forms of maintenance is Corrective Maintenance, where the terminology 

standard SS-EN 1106 (2001) according to (Bengtsson 2004) is: “Maintenance carried out 

after fault recognition and intended to put an item into a state in which it can perform a 

required function.” This form of maintenance is not planned in advance and therefore can’t 

be managed in terms of 

maintenance planning. This can 

create issues, especially if an 

operational item fails that is 

critical for the functionality of 

the main transport lines. The 

process of corrective 

maintenance is shown in Figure 

19 "Corrective Maintenance 

Process"  
Figure 19 "Corrective Maintenance Process" (Franssen 2006) 
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Preventive Maintenance 

Preventive maintenance is more complex and knows many more variations, basically all of 

those variations are covered in 2 categories: Predetermined Maintenance and Condition 

Based Maintenance.   

 

Predetermined Maintenance, the terminology standard SS-EN 1106 (2001) according to 

(Bengtsson 2004) is: “Preventive maintenance carried out in accordance with established 

intervals of time or number of units of use but without previous condition investigation” 

Predetermined maintenance can be as simple as a year schedule with predetermined dates of 

inspection (like the Dutch APK system for cars) up to maintenance based on an indication of 

variables like operational hours or kilometre running (the irritating maintenance message that 

you get on the dashboard of your car when the board computer of your car registers that you 

have driven more then so many thousands of kilometres) .   

 

Condition Based Maintenance, the terminology standard SS-EN 1106 (2001) according to 

(Bengtsson 2004) is: “Preventive maintenance based on performance and/or parameter 

monitoring and the subsequent actions” 

Predetermined maintenance makes schedules according to predetermined criteria that are 

independent of the actual current conditions of an item, while condition based maintenance 

uses real time data on item properties to determine if a value has crossed the critical level and 

has to be replaced.  
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4.1.3 Life Time Analysis 

A possible innovation that might help Vanderlande Industries with its drive to improve is Life 

Time Analysis. Mechanical equipment breaks down, it is a simple fact. However, when and 

why it breaks down, and if or how long it takes till repairs is a whole different story.  The 

Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) defines the average time between the first failure and 

second failure, it is the time between the moments of failures. Failure knows a great variety 

of definitions, for clarification purposes, the definition of failure adopted in this master thesis 

comes from Trell & Avelar (2004): “The termination of the ability of any individual 

components to perform its required function but not the termination of the ability of the 

product as a whole to perform.” 

 

Note that as shown in Figure 20 "A part of a mechanical components timeline" MTBF 

includes the time spent for the reparation (Time To Repair (TTR)) of the first failure, the 

Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) is the average time of all the measured Time To Repairs. 

These TTR moments can be broken down into two processes, Time Till Support (TTS) 

relating to the time between the failure and the moment that support is available. Time Till 

Maintenance defines the time needed for reparations after support has become available. 

When for instance a conveyor belt breaks down then the time it takes before an engineer is on 

site can be defined as Time Till Support, the time it takes for the engineer to solve the 

problem is defined as Time Till Maintain.     

 
Figure 20 "A part of a mechanical components timeline" 

 

Rate of Failure and Expected Life Time  

The knowledge of MTBF over a wider ranges of items in running system would allow for the 

construction of a Rate of Failure and 

Expected Life Time graph as shown 

in Figure 21 "Rate of Failure and 

Expected Life Time" which form the 

fundament for Life Cycle Analysis, 

Life Cycle Costs and Total Cost of 

Ownership. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21 "Rate of Failure and Expected Life Time" 
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4.1.3 The research questions 

A key interest for Service Development is the construction of a Life Time Analysis (LTA) 

calculation for mechanical components based on and supported by field data. Such a 

calculation could be of aid to the previously mentioned drives to improve. This aim is the 

basis for the main research question:  

How can Vanderlande Industries leverage its knowledge to deliver new services 

based on Life Time Analysis? 

 

A detailed analysis on the main research question will be done through answering a number 

of sub-question which are based upon the normative model as proposed in chapter 3. 

(1) What is the knowledge composition of Life Time Analysis within Vanderlande 

Industries?  

(2) What are the different knowledge compositions that would allow for similar Life 

Time Analysis innovations? 

(3) Which translations are needed to transform the current knowledge composition into a 

compositions that would allow for each of those similar innovations? 

(4) What is the effort and impact of those translations? 
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4.2 Innovation Options 

This aim of this paragraph is to map the knowledge compositions of possible innovation 

options of similar nature. For this the previous paragraph has described a problem situation 

and a possible technology that could be of help. In this paragraph several innovation options 

are suggested that could aid in VI’s drive to improve. For each of these innovations the 

benefits and knowledge compositions are investigated.  

4.2.1 LTA variations 

Life Time Analysis can be calculated in various methods, each of these methods use a 

different kind of knowledge base to establish the expected life time of a mechanical 

components.  

 

There is the prediction based on Spare parts consumption, which uses knowledge on the 

amount of a specific item placed in different sites and the number of spare part of this item 

used over time for each of those sites to come to an estimation of  breakdowns over time. 

This type of prediction is one of the most basic calculations possible, which indicates the life-

time of items over a period of time. This prediction skips over a number of issues, which 

makes the calculation very inaccurate and unreliable.  

 

Then there is the prediction based on Operational Information based on System Use, that 

combines knowledge on spare parts consumption and process knowledge of system use. Such 

a prediction estimates the life time in running hours, moved parcels, or start stops of the 

system. Such a calculation would need to take into account item specific information of both 

the use and the replacement.   

 

The third option is a prediction based on Operational Information based on Equipment 

Use, that combines knowledge on business processes and maintenance processes on system 

use. Such a prediction estimates the life time in (a set of) actions of an item, examples are the 

number of  rotations, pins passed, switches made, or scans conducted.  

 

The fourth option is the prediction based on Operational Information based on Equipment 

Use with component linkages. Like it is with cars, one choice of item can impact the life-

time of another, take for instance the type of suspension of the car, the stiffness of the 

suspension could influence the life-time of tires. This type of life time expectancy calculation 

would be item specific and with linked items as an independent variables. Though this type of 

calculation would certainly add extra value, it will not be included in the analysis because of 

its extreme complexity. 
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4.2.2 New services based on LTA  

Each of the different methods for calculating life time expectancy has its own possibility for 

new service product, this paragraph will provide a general description of the type of services 

and their benefits for each of the variations in relationship to their assistance in the desired 

improvements as described in paragraph 4.1.1 “Drive to improve”.  

 

Spare parts consumption (in tables also represented by I1), in general a spare prediction 

would be very low on accuracy, only linking the systems common use information with the 

number of spare parts used. Especially because of inaccuracy issues, only for R&D which is 

interested in choosing the better option between two similar alternatives, would benefit from 

such a calculation.  

 

Operational Information based on System Use (in tables also represented by I2), a 

prediction based on process information would provide plenty of accuracy and have a good 

enough level of detail for the R&D comparison and be able to provide the insight necessary 

for Spare Parts Supply. It also has added value for a TCO overview, though over time when 

faced with the increasing high demands of customers it could  start to lack a necessary level 

of accuracy. Maintenance would need more precise information on the number of specific  

actions taken by an item,  which is not included in process information. 

 

Operational Information based on Equipment Use (in tables also represented by I3),  with 

a predication based on maintenance data Vanderlande Industries does have knowledge on 

specific actions of items and would be able to accurately predict the life expectancy of 

components. Such a prediction would provide a level of accurate and detailed insight that 

could be helpful in all problem scenario’s.  

 

Table 10 “LTA, the benefits per variation” provides an overview of the previously mentioned 

benefits.  

 
Table 10 "LTA, the benefits per variation" 

LTA predictions 

Benefits 

(H) High benefit, (A) Average benefit, (L) Low benefit 

TCO Maintenance Supply R&D 

Spare parts consumption L L L A 

Operational Information 

based on System Use 
A L H H 

Operational Information 

based on Equipment Use 
H A H H 
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4.2.3 LTA example, system use – operational info 

Calculating the expected life time of items based on historic data is an analytical process, it 

requires a substantial amount of historical data. A calculation based on information regarding 

“operational system use” would need to combine 

data from at least three information systems of 

Vanderlande Industries. SMEARTEAM would need 

to function as the basis of the entire calculation, it 

holds both the standardized item numbers that 

defines the item of interest. The installed base from 

SMARTEAM can be visualized as a collection of 

lists for projects (defined by their project number), 

with each project list mentioning the item number of 

installed items in a project and the quantity of which that particular item is installed. The 

second source of information is the Computerized Maintenance Management System 

(CMMS) which could be an implementation of hosted Maximo. This hosted Maximo holds a 

maintenance log with information on “which item was replaced” and “at what moment”. The 

third and final piece of information comes from Business Process Intelligence (BPI), it keeps 

track of the operational use of a system such as “the number of kilometres run” and “the 

number of parcels transported”.  

 

Posisorter 

For this example the master thesis will use the 

posisorter, which is a common product of the Parcel 

and Postal division of Vanderlande Industries. Here 

follows an illustration of the Posisorter (SPO), see 

Figure 23 "A Posisorter system". The Posisorter has 

standard products (see Appendix III “Posisorter, 

Items”)  that can be combined together to form a 

client specific system. The Posisorter holds many 

parts such as a “roller” and or a “Switch” with each 

their sub-items.  

 

The example data set  

Because of the limited number of systems with both hosted Maximo and Hosted BPI , this 

master thesis will use one project which includes a Posisorter and has logged its complete 

installed base including one year 

of BPI and CMMS information.  

The logged variables can be found 

in ". 

 
Table 11 "Information logged by the system" 

  

SMARTEAM BPI Maximo 

ASSETNUM YEAR YEAR 

ASSET_DESCRIPTION MONTH MONTH 

ITEMNUM DAY DAY 

ITEM_DESCRIPTION KM RUN ITEMNUM 

ITEM_QUANTITY SWITCHES QUANTITY 

 
PINS DESCRIPTION 

Figure 23 "A Posisorter system"  

Figure 22 "LTA example, interface" 
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One year of BPI and Maximo data is not nearly enough to create a solid base for a statistical 

predication of lifetime. Therefore this one year of data was used to create a simulation of 

three separate projects each including 10 years of data.  

 

Unfortunately the spare parts consumption data (Maximo) only has a small data set. For that 

reason this example focussed on a simple roller (or item number 001093-001-00859), which 

is implemented 338 times, is often located at the beginning or end of a Posisorter and 

(according to the Maximo data) was replaced 6 times. 

 

The raw data logged in SMARTEAM, BPI and Maximo where imported into Excel, there 

three systems which ran for 10 years where simulated through random selection of original 

operational days. A summary of the fail-data of items can be found in Appendix IX 

“Simulation, resulting fail-data”. This fail-data is then loaded into SPSS, which through the 

explore function was able to provide Figure 25 "LTA example, Time Between Failure" and 

Figure 24 "LTA example,  Km Between Failure". 

 

Percentiles 

The expected life time of an item (especially when represented by a number) can have several 

meanings. Two numbers are of particular interest, the first number would be the average life-

time, the second would be the point in time at which 95% of all items is still operational. 

These moments in life-time can be obtained from Table 12 "LTA Example, percentiles" 

 
Table 12 "LTA Example, percentiles" 

 

  

  

Percentiles, point by which a % of installed items failed 

5 10 25 50 75 90 95 

Weighted 
Average 

Time (days) 
Between Failure 
 

1014 1690 7323,33 17576 48334 86122,4 103394,
2 

Km between 
failure 

8359 10884 39152 97331 255433 467170 544384 

Figure 25 "LTA example, Time Between Failure" Figure 24 "LTA example,  Km Between Failure" 
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Reflection on the Results 

It is important to note that this example is meant for the illustration of the possibility of Life 

Time Analysis calculations. It does not have the purpose of acquiring accurate results based 

on academic formulas, but providing insight in the challenges that arise when creating a Life 

Time Analysis calculation. The figures and tables represent results from a simulated data set 

and is based on a limited data source, the results are thus fake and plainly wrong. 

That the results are fake can be seen with from a more detailed inspection. First note that the 

95% operational life time is 1014 days or a little under 3 years. This could be considered to 

be a reasonable number, however 50% of the products would still be operational after 17576 

days. 17576 days would imply almost fifty years, which is highly unlikely! 

 

Lessons to be learned  

The lessons that can be learned from this example:  

- Vanderlande Industries has heaps of data logged, however great parts are still on site 

( client specific data) and is difficult accessible from a central location. 

- Very few projects with a combination of Hosted BPI and Hosted Maximo 

- The is no direct interface between the information systems 

- Projects that do have this data, often have a limited amount of data, or a date 

mismatch (BPI of year x, and Maximo of year y) 

- No fixed lists of variables, with a fixed interpretation.  

- No, or difficult to access lists fixing markcodes (a code identifying a unique item on 

site) with item numbers (general VI number)  

- Accuracy of data from BPI but also Maximo can be contested. Though the method of 

simulation can be a contributing factor, the quite ideal linear correlation as can be 

seen in Figure 26 "LTA example, the linear correlation of data" between running time 

(x-axis), km run (black line), nr of switches (blue line) and pins (green line) would 

suggest an approximation of the three variables based on running time. 

 

 

Figure 26 "LTA example, the linear correlation of data" 
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4.2.4 Involved Knowledge 

Several knowledge items are necessary to come to the innovation of Life Time Analysis for 

VI components. Based on the principle as explained in paragraph “3.1.2 Researching 

involved knowledge items”, knowledge items broken down into a set of different pieces of 

information.  

Four knowledge items for the foundation for Life Time Analysis, this paragraph defines each 

knowledge item, the relevant information sources and the relationship between innovation 

options and knowledge item. 

 

First there is knowledge on the implementation of items in past and present projects. There 

can be no LTA calculation without knowledge on the projects that were commissioned and 

their installed base. Relevant pieces of information are:  

- Information on which system where commissioned, for this you need an overview of 

project numbers. 

- Second; items need to be identifiable by a common number throughout the entire 

organisation. For this Vanderlande Industries uses a component library.  

- Third; you need to know how many times the item is implemented in each system. 

For this you need an installed base for each system. 

 

Second is knowledge on the replacement of items on different sites. An accurate LTA 

prediction would not be possible without knowledge on the replacement of items, related 

amongst others to the type of items, the number of items and the reason of their replacement.  

Information that contributes to the knowledge on the replacement of items:   

- You need to know the Item Number of the replaced item, without this you can’t find 

out  how many times a specific item is replaced. 

- For similar reasons it is also important is the system number of the replaced item, 

- Also important to know is if the replacement was due to technical or operational 

failure. If a fork-trucks runs into a system and subsequently some items need to be 

replaced, then we cannot use this items as an indicator for life time expectancy.  

- Sometimes items fail and they have to be replaced on the spot (corrective 

maintenance). But also maintenance teams carry out inspections of the systems, if 

something appears to be at the end of its life, then it could be wise to replace the item 

before it fails (preventive maintenance). Knowing the  difference between if an item 

was replaced because of Preventive or Corrective  maintenance could be important to 

detailed calculations of life-time-expectancy. 

- Sometimes a part of an item fails, but due to an (cost) efficient way of working, the 

complete item is replaced. The sub-item has its own component number and its own 

life time expectancy calculation, and this replacement should be taken into account in 

that calculation and not that of the complete item. Hence also not unimportant is to 

know if it was the complete item which failed, or its sub-item. 

- The last piece of information related to the replacement of items is the kind of service 

contract with the client, did VI replace the item themselves, or was this done by the 

client (or even by a third party). This could say something on the accuracy of the data, 

the quality of the replacement or the necessity of the replacement. 
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Operational System Use is the third knowledge item which related to the flow of materials 

in the material handling systems. Pieces of information related to Operational System Use: 

- First it is important that we know the number of miles that an entire system has run 

(mileage of a system). Since not all the equipment would run the same number of 

miles, this could be represented by a system average or a highest value.  

- A second indicator of system use is the running speed of a system. 

- A third indicator is the number of materials transported by a system. 

- A more global indicator is the type of client of a system, this is client specific data, for 

instance the part of the world where the system is located. 

 

The last and fourth knowledge item is Operational Equipment use, one of the more detailed 

variations of LTA would need to includes knowledge on the different actions taken by 

specific items. This knowledge items is made up out of: 

- The number of pins which passed a switch are an important indicator. 

- The number of pins diverted by a switch are probably a key indicator on the wear of 

some of its parts 

- The number of switching actions made by the switch can indicate its operational use. 

- The duty cycle is a number representing the amount of diverted pins at a time. Take 

for instance a situation in which a switch has a 1000 pins which passed and a 1000 

diverted. If it was a batch of 1000 pins that passed and then a batch of 1000 that was 

diverted, the wear would be much greater then when it were batches of 25. 

- The number of times that there was an electrical failure, could indicate stress on the 

electrical components of the switch.   

- Some client specific information like the levels of dust or the temperature around the 

system could be of big influence on the system. 

 

Table 13 "Relationship between LTA and knowledge" is the result of mapping the different 

variations of  LTA with the proposed knowledge items.  

 
Table 13 "Relationship between LTA and knowledge" 

Knowledge relation Implementation Replacement Operational 

System Use 

Operational 

Equipment 

Use 

Spare parts 

consumption 
X X   

Operational 

Information based on 

System Use 

X X X  

Operational 

Information based on 

Equipment Use 

X X X X 
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4.2.5 Innovation Knowledge Composition 

This master thesis has defined three innovation options for Vanderlande Industries, now this 

paragraph will go into the knowledge compositions of each of these options.  

There are (as defined in the previous paragraph) four knowledge items, each innovation needs 

a different number of these items with of a different level in codification and transferability. 

Codification is a factor of how much information is codified and how accurate information is 

codified, transferability is a factor of how important people perceive information to be, if they 

know where to find it, if they have access to the information, and if people can work with the 

information. Figure 27 "Innovation options" is the result of the following analysis for each of 

the innovation options.  

 

A LTA calculation for a specific VI item solely based on spare parts consumption of systems 

needs two of the defined knowledge items. First VI needs to have knowledge on where and 

how many times a particular items was used. such information is quite crucial for the 

calculation, and while not very project needs to be codified it is quite crucial that the projects 

and items which are codified should be accurate. For a implementation of a LTA calculation 

this knowledge need to be up-to-date and accessible though an ICT solution, however 

information which makes up this knowledge doesn't need to be interface able or combinable-

with a lot of other knowledge and furthermore on an individual level people would not 

directly need to know where all this information is located. 

Obviously the second knowledge should be on which spare parts were used. While 

codification is reasonably important, it needs to be codified for a large number of  projects. 

Though especially certain people (occupied with the logistics of spare parts) need to 

understand the importance, transferability doesn't need to be very high for among others in 

general people do not need to know where certain related information topics can be found or 

have access to it.      

 

A LTA for a specific item based on information regarding operational system use requires 

implementation knowledge which is codified to a far greater level, but much more important 

is the level of transferability, a large group of people including service engineers need to have 

access to this knowledge and be able to keep it up to date. Replacement knowledge needs to 

be documented, all the spare parts used accurately, not doing so would have severe impacts in 

the accuracy of the calculation. The number of people who would to have access to this 

knowledge stays limited, but especially the importance of certain pieces of information 

should be greatly boosted. Without an increase in focus the spare parts might not be 

sufficiently or accurately be logged.  

A third knowledge item on system use is necessary, such knowledge would need to provide 

insight into the operational use of the entire system. Though it will need to be codified to a 

certain degree, the accuracy will by all estimations have a low impact on such a calculation. 

The knowledge wouldn't need to be know by a lot of people, neither would they need access 

to this possible sensitive information. However the information would need be regarded as 

quite important and to be combinable with information from the other knowledge items.  
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The prediction of life time based on operational information according to equipment use 

information. Fundament for such a calculation is the accurate codification of both 

implementation and replacement knowledge. Though especially the access for replacement 

knowledge could stay limited.  More interesting is the significant increase in the level of 

codification for knowledge regarding system use, for the impact of inaccurate information 

could have a big impact on the overall accuracy of the calculations. Equipment use 

knowledge needs to be available in a codified form and be quite accurate. While a relative 

small number of people need to know where to find it or how to access it, it does need to be 

combinable and there needs to be a high level of importance for else information will be seen 

as a too costly to gather. 

 

Table 14 "Innovation Options" is constructed based on the above analysis.  

 
Table 14 "Innovation Options" 

 

Implementation Replacement Sys Use Equip Use 

I1 I2 I3 I1 I2 I3 I2 I3 I3 

cod 4 6 7 4 6 6 4 6 6 

accuracy 6 6 6 4 4 6 3 5 4 

  imp 4 5 6 4 6 7 5 5 6 

where 3 6 6 3 3 5 3 3 3 

access 6 6 6 3 3 3 3 3 3 

work 

with 3 6 7 3 5 5 5 5 6 

 

 

 

 

 

   
Figure 27 "Innovation options" 
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4.3 Current Composition 

In the previous paragraph this master thesis analyzed the knowledge compositions that would 

allow similar LTA variations. In contrast with the innovation options, since knowledge 

resides in people, the current situation of knowledge can best be investigated through those 

people. Therefore this paragraph will start with a research design describing how data on 

knowledge was collected, then an overview of the collected data, then the data will be 

analyzed, followed up with the conclusion of the data specifying the current situation of 

knowledge on LTA calculation within Vanderlande Industries. 

 

Research 

Design

Data 

Collection
Data Analysis

 
 

4.3.1 Research Design 

The aim of this part of the research is to construct a knowledge composition reflecting the 

current situation within VI regarding LTA similar to Figure 8 "Knowledge composition map". 

Towards that goal this paragraph will first introduce the frame of the investigation, then the 

sampling method, followed by the measurement question that will be asked towards the 

sampled individuals. The design is concluded with an overview of the possible strengths and 

weaknesses of the design. 

Frame 

The proposed research will be conducted regarding a single item of an asset for two specific 

reasons. First and most important, the contribution of this investigation for the master thesis 

is purely the verification of applicability. Therefore the added value of a more diverse 

investigations is limited. Second, the time restraint of this master thesis does not allow for an 

elaborate analysis LTA for all sorts of different mechanical components.     

 

This investigation will focus on the LTA for a key component (the Switch) of an important 

asset (the Posisorter). The posisorter is an asset from the Warehouse Parcel and Postal (WPP) 

department of Vanderlande Industries. The switch is a key component responsible for the 

operational functionality of the system. The decision on the focus of this item is made with 

collaboration of the Vanderlande Industries supervisor  

 

The data will be collected through a structured interviews with mainly closed questions. The 

reason for such a design is first the ability to explain and provide context to the participants, 

without the influencing effects of the participants on each other. Second the closed question 

allow for a comparison of the provided answer, while a limited number of open question 

allow for a personal input of the participants.   
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Sampling Design 

In paragraph “2.3.4 Innovation based on a Collection of Knowledge Items” it was proposed 

that knowledge compositions are constructed from knowledge items, and in respect to that 

paragraph  “4.2.1 LTA variations “ listed 4 knowledge items that belong to the collection of 

knowledge on LTA. Towards the end of interviewing  such that with the minimum amount of 

effort the maximum amount of results are obtained, this master thesis research will collect 

data from a different number of experts per knowledge item:  

- The implementation of systems already very important for VI projects and therefore a 

key element in its process. This also implies that this form is knowledge is a key focus 

within the way of working. For this reason 3 experts would be able to provide ample 

insight into the current situation regarding this knowledge item.  

- Knowledge on the replacement of items is important to all the proposed LTA 

variations, is highly related to a large number of barriers, for this reason 3 experts will 

be interviewed regarding this knowledge item.  

- Process information has a key focus within the Vanderlande Industries working 

environment, most barriers have little or no relation to this knowledge item and a  

limited number of key experts (2) are adequately able to provide insights into the 

current situation. 

- Maintenance information is a fuzzy form of knowledge which can differ per project, 

though it has only impact to one form of LTA and has a strong relationship to only 

two barriers. Therefore 2 experts will be interviewed regarding this form of 

knowledge.   

 

The experts need to be in an ideal position such that they can provide insight into the current 

situation regarding knowledge. To achieve such a sample the snowball method is used, in 

agreement between the researcher and the supervisor of Vanderlande Industries the first 

group of experts is selected which then are asked for the other relevant targets. 

Measurement Questions 

In accordance with the theoretical framework and normative model, the epistemological 

dimension of knowledge should be measured by the level of codification and accuracy of 

related information. While the ontological dimension should be measured by the level of 

Importance, awareness, access and ability to work with information. The following questions 

will be used for that purpose.  

 

Questions to measure the degree if codification 

(Codification) Information related to the “ knowledge item”  can be found with?  The core of 

the epistemological dimension is the question on if knowledge is captured in documentation 

or by experts.  

 

(Accuracy) In your opinion, is information on “knowledge item” generally accurately 

explained?  Information can be documented, but what if there are errors? Though small or 

incidental errors might not pose a problem, big or structural problems might cause 

innovations to be based on misleading information. 
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Questions to measure the degree of Transferability 

(Importance) In your opinion how important is the information (for yourself, for your 

colleagues and for LTA)?  

 

(Where) When you want to know more about “ knowledge item”, would you know where to 

look? The first key in transferring knowledge is finding it, therefore the awareness of the 

location of information is very important. 

 

(Access) Do you have the Access Rights? It could be that you are aware of location of 

information, but can you access it? If it is locked then the information is    

 

(Work with) If you would need to, could you add to or change this Information? Sometimes 

information is only meant for absorption, however if you would need to add or change the 

information would you be able to do so? 

 

(Work with) Could you combine it with other Information? If you can link it, can you also 

physically with other information as well. For example can you make one database with the 

two sets of information? 

 

General questions – opening questions 

The question "What is your name?" was added for verification purposes only. While the 

question "What is your working experience with VI?" was added as a possible validation of 

values.  

 

"For what department are you currently working?" and "What is your working experience for 

your current department?" could be used to identify some of the prime focus of employees, 

and could possible used to uncover a bias towards Life Time Analysis. 

 

Strength and Weaknesses of the design 

- Knowledge resides in people so knowledge needs to be observed of a select group. 

- Almost always proxy questions on information are necessary to determine the current 

situation on knowledge items. 

- Design uses a small sample size per questionnaire, therefore the outcomes can’t be 

statistical relevant and hence must be placed in context. 
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4.3.2 Data collection  

The research design has lead to four different lists of questions as can be found in the 

Appendixes named “Questionnaire”, these questions were asked to a select number of people 

in accordance to the selection procedure as described in the design.  

 

The questionnaires were covered in a person to person interview. These interviews used the 

questionnaire as a structured list of question, though this set-up enabled the interviewer to 

where necessary go into details.  A number of interviewed employees (amongst others 

employee 8) indicated that this set-up was rather necessary, pleasant and effective. The list of 

questions also included a number of open questions such that the employee could provide 

more open answers and opinions on the subject at hand.    

 

On a scale from one to ten the employees indicated that the clarity of terminology of the 

question scored a 7,7, the context scored a 7,4. In general the questionnaire was granted a 7,1 

for clarity. On average the employees estimated that they could accurately answer the 

questions (score of 7.4). 

 

Note that an overview of all the answers per questionnaire (per interviewed person) can be 

found in the four Appendixes named “Questionnaire - answers” 

 

4.3.3 Data Analysis 

Each interview with an internal employee (e) of Vanderlande Industries, focussed on one 

knowledge items (k) and contained questions (q) regarding the codification (cod) and 

transferability (trans) of information (i). At the start of each interview employees were asked 

about his or her number of years of working experience (exp) at Vanderlande Industries. At 

the end of each interview the employee was asked if he or she was able to provide accurate 

(acc) answers.   

 

Note: The current department and number of years of experience at the department were not 

included in the analysis for their were deemed to biased for such a small sample size.   

   

The following formulas are meant to create values to map knowledge in the dimension of 

codification (Cod), though the same formulas apply to the dimension of transferability(Trans). 
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Raw 

In the first analysis the answers are averaged out, this forms a first impression of the current 

knowledge composition. 

 

      
 

 
       

 
    with       

 

 
  

 

 
        

 
     

    

 

 

Weighted arithmetic mean, based on the variable Accuracy 

The second analysis used a weighted arithmetic mean to gain insight in the impact of the 

interviewers personal observation of accuracy.    

 

    
         

            
 
   

       
 
   

  

 

Weighted arithmetic mean, based on the variable Experience 

The third analysis applied a weighted arithmetic mean, taking into account the employees 

experience. This was done  in order to uncover the impact of working experience on the 

knowledge composition. 

    
         

            
 
   

       
 
   

  

 

Weighted arithmetic mean, based on the variables Accuracy and Experience 

In some occasions the results from the Weighted arithmetic mean implied an opposing effect. 

Therefore a third analysis used a similar method, but utilizes both the Accuracy and 

Experience factor.  

 

    
         

                          
 
   

            
 
   

  

 

Transformation for mapping the results  

Knowledge compositions indicate the level of codification and transferability of knowledge 

items, its result is an indirect comparison between knowledge items. Structured question 

bound the answered between a low value (1) indicating low properties of codification or 

transferability of knowledge or a high value(7). However the number of pieces of information 

did differ between knowledge items. Therefore each results of the "Weighted arithmetic mean, 

based on the variables Accuracy and Experience" was modified into a factor.   
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Codification of Knowledge items 

Codification is a factor from the amount and accuracy of codified information, the factors of 

the current situation can be found in Table 15 "Codification of LTA knowledge" 

 
Table 15 "Codification of LTA knowledge" 

Codification factor 
raw 

Weighted 
acc  

Weighted 
VI exp  

Weighted 
acc - vi exp 

Implementation 0,9 8,5 2,7 8,5 

Replacement -8,8 -7,1 -11,6 -9,8 

System Use -3,1 -1,1 1,9 0,5 

Equipment Use -1,4 -1,4 -1,1 -1,2 

 

Transferability of Knowledge items 

Transferability is a factor from the variables of Importance of the information for daily work 

and for the entire corporation, the awareness of the location of information, the access to 

information, and the ability work with information. The factor of the current level of 

transferability of LTA knowledge can be found in Table 16 "Transferability of LTA 

knowledge".  

 
Table 16 "Transferability of LTA knowledge" 

Transferability 

factor raw 

Weighted 

acc  

Weighted 

VI exp  
Weighted 
acc - vi exp 

Implementation -10,9 11,3 7,5 11,3 

Replacement -12,2 -12,4 -10,0 -10,9 

System Use -0,8 1,0 3,8 2,5 

Equipment Use 5,3 5,3 6,4 6,0 

 

The current Knowledge Composition 

The Appendix Questionnaire “Current 

Knowledge Compositions” shows raw  and 

weighted  knowledge compositions.  

 

The current knowledge composition as adopted 

by this master thesis can be found in Figure 28 

"Current Knowledge Composition".  

 

Figure 28 "Current Knowledge Composition" 
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4.4 Learning – Knowledge translations 

The first paragraph of this chapter was an introduction into the research question. In the 

second paragraph three knowledge compositions for innovations where constructed. In the 

third paragraph the current situation regarding knowledge related to Life Time Analysis was 

investigated. This fourth paragraph is an investigation into the necessary changes of the 

current knowledge composition. A analysis of the interviews is applied to investigate the 

possible barriers to the proposed knowledge translations.  Concluded with which changes 

would need to be implemented in order to facilitate the knowledge translations. 

 

Combining the knowledge compositions of each of the innovations with the knowledge 

composition of the current situation will result in Figure 29 "Knowledge translations per 

innovation".   

 

  

 
 

Figure 29 "Knowledge translations per innovation" 
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4.4.1 Translations delta’s  

There are three important methods of describing the necessary knowledge translations. The 

first method "translations per innovation" was shown on the previous page. The second 

method "translations per knowledge item" is shown in Figure 30 "knowledge Translation 

Delta's, displayed per knowledge item". The third method is through a table as is shown by 

Table 17 "Knowledge Translation Delta's". 

 

It is interesting to note that most translation are in the direction of more codification and more 

transferability, however there are a few exceptions to this general rule.  

 

 

   

   

Figure 30 "knowledge Translation Delta's, displayed per knowledge item" 

 

 

 
Table 17 "Knowledge Translation Delta's" 

Delta’s  

Codification  Transferability 

I1 I2 I3  I1 I2 I3 

Implementation 8 25 33  -11 18 26 

Replacement 10 15 28  -2 15 28 

System Use 
 

-9 24  

 
-3 -3 

Equipment Use 
  

18  

  
2 
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4.4.2 Potential barriers for LTA translations 

It is established that LTA based on historical data has the potential to be beneficial for 

Vanderlande Industries. The current and innovation compositions were defined, resulting in 

an overview of the necessary knowledge translations. But what are the key barriers that 

inhibit LTA translations within Vanderlande Industries?  

 

This paragraph will focus on the barriers from potential LTA translations based on interviews 

with experts and general communications between employees at Vanderlande Industries and 

the researcher.   

 

1 The internal focus within development 

Vanderlande Industries is an engineered-to-order company and works on projects basis. The 

strength of Vanderlande Industries is the ability to match its products with the unique needs 

of the client. Furthermore they are able to gain experiences from new processes on project 

basis and successful carry them throughout the rest of the organization. This strong 

relationship between the client and company also creates a need for such similar connections 

in the development of new products and service. Products and Processes that have a strong 

internal focus lack the outside view necessary for project departments.  

 

The second interviewed person explained (outside of the interview) that Life Time Analysis 

in its current context is a pure internal development, for its development it lacks a connection 

with the outside world. This can be related to a comment made in the seventh interview; "The 

main problem for BPI is that the client needs to have an interest in the application and 

defines the method of application.". Hence the connection with the external world is 

important. Also noted in interview 9 is the fact that current development of new products 

don't include service aspects, which makes it unclear what the future costs will be for both the 

client and VI. 

 

2 Standardization versus client specific requests 

A large Engineered-to-Order company is in a constant split with interest between providing 

unique solutions and the target of high standardization for process optimization. Within 

Vanderlande Industries the engineering process is standardized as described in Appendix IV 

“The Engineering process”. Furthermore the bulk of the baggage handling projects is 

executed with as many standardized components as possible, any specials demands for 

customers are handled by a dedicated team. However sometimes clients have a specific 

demand for a unique solution. The strong desire to deliver unique solutions for clients 

sometimes contradicts the philosophy of "one way of working". Life Time Analysis is 

dependent on this one way of working, if different projects implement many of the 

monitoring tools by different methods, than calculating life time analysis becomes extremely 

difficult. 

The fact that this need for client specific solutions exists is shown in the same remark of the 

seventh interview as used in the previous barrier. In a similar way interview 4 agrees with 

this, it states on the use of a CMMS solution: “We offer the possibility, however it is not 

always used. 
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 But also interview 8 shows the importance of standardized solutions. Take for instance the 

"running speed of a system", while some would consider this only of importance for logging, 

it became apparent that this is key information for the functionality of the system. From this it 

can be deduced that standardization is important; for what is of no importance to one process, 

could be of great importance to another. If a client could make decisions on what was 

included and not, then information that seems of no value to the client could prove to be 

invaluable for the functionality of the system.     

  

3 BPI versus MI 

Technically LTA is feasible, data on System Processes, Maintenance, and item use (from 

Low Level Controls) can be gathered. With these systems Vanderlande Industries is able to 

provide its customers with more detailed and comparable information on their systems 

performance. While naturally it is secured that the given data is not shared with other 

customers.  

 

The employee of the tenth interview stated in a general conversation that there is a clear focus 

on Business Process Information and less so on Maintenance Information. This phenomenon 

was hard to find in the interviews. However this focus differentiation is also indicated by the 

fact that there is a BPI solution, but no MI variation.  For this reason a ton of information and 

knowledge is left within different information sources like Low Level Controls and never 

brought to the attention.  

 

4 Updating Data 

The project based orientation and lack of MI focus provides key issues for keeping track of 

changes in finished systems. Take for instance the Installed Base, which is a key component 

for almost every service action, but also for other actions such as for starting a new project in 

Maximo. Existing links between products and projects make this an integral tool for 

development, engineering, commissioning and maintenance of systems, therefore is of vital 

importance of for VI. However as indicated in interviews 1-4-6-8. Therefore information 

such as the installed base lists is often out of date and needs to be checked manually for 

updates and changes.  

 

Interview 1 shows one cause for this barrier; "Ignorance, the importance of data is unknown". 

Interview 4 is an addition to this, for when asked on the capability to add or change 

information the  employee wondered "why he would  want to change the data". Hence 

indicating a psychological barrier. This same barrier is indicated in interview 6, for “who am 

I to change or alter these kinds of information?. 
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Where some wonder if they could or should change information, interview 8 indicates that 

the employee has the permission to update data. Also if he pleases he can provide others with 

the permission, no standard set of rules apply on who could get this access. To the researcher 

this indicates a lack of standardization in the process of updating. 

 

Furthermore the general rule would apply, the older a project, the more manual labor it is to 

get an accurate and up to date information. One of the main reasons for this problem is the 

priority and capacity addressed to the issue of updating.    

 

5 Combining Information  

Vanderlande Industries is an Engineered-to-Order company and hence each system is unique. 

Two identification models are in place to facilitate this uniqueness and still have standardized 

materials.  The first  is the Area-Zone-Section(-Object)-Element (AZSE) model, it defines the 

location of a certain component at a site. This generates (in a standardized method) different 

numbers for items, where each system and is used throughout all the levels of controls for 

that  system. The lowest level (Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)) directly control the 

system, making control connections between different mechanical components. The PLC’s 

can communicate amongst themselves and report to higher level controls, of which one 

example is SCADA that is responsible for visualization of the status of the system. 

Note: For the AZSE model: if a specific conveyer is used 100 times in a system than 

the AZSE numbers of these conveyers are all unique 

The second is an install base model that identifies all the material which are needed for the 

construction of such system items. Each part has an unique number wherever it is used, this 

makes it easy to investigate for instance for a specific motor on which system it is used and 

how many times.   

Note; For the Install base model: If a specific motor is used 100 times in one or 

multiple systems than all the install base numbers of these motors match.   

 

However as indicated in interviews 1 and 3, different Information Systems can use different 

methods for storing data and information. There are 2 core causes for this. First there is an 

internal struggle, different departments work with different processes, are interested in 

different forms of data and information, use different terminology, and can even 

communicate in a different language (both in vocal or academic sense). In interview 1 this is 

made clear by: "Demarcation of own working field" and "the same data in different 

information solutions can have differences in structure." The second issue arises with 

information systems themselves, combining data and information from two different 

information system from possible two or more different companies can be difficult. This is 

mentioned in interview 3: "Sometimes we merge information, it then becomes difficult to 

match the original information. Also sometimes we pull information apart, difficult to 

assemble again." 
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6 Freak Accidents, misuse, system tinkering and third party materials    

A LTA calculation needs data on the item replacements on sites. However such a calculation 

is only interested in replacements of (near) failures caused by wear and tear. As indicated by 

the expert of interview 5 and 10, other forms of failures would pollute the accuracy of a LTA 

calculation. For example if a Fork Lift drives into one of the systems of Vanderlande 

Industries, then the system will most probably experience a failure. Or if a system has an 

error, and an operator restarts the system over and over again without checking the cause, 

then items might fail as well. See the results yourself: APPENDIX V “Freak accidents”. The 

problem is: how do we exclude these data instances from our calculation? Assuming that we 

can automatically detect failures, how can we sift out the failures occurred through events 

caused by misuse or freak accidents? Or possible even more problematic; what do we do with 

failures of which we cannot ascertain its cause?  

 

A second problem is misuse of systems which might also be the cause of incorrect data in a 

Life Time Analysis calculation. The goal of a life time expectancy calculation is to predict 

(remaining) life time of mechanical components under a certain set of conditions. In these set 

of conditions can be aspects like humidity and temperature, but also a set of rules on how 

equipment is used. An example is the different sizes and weights of cases that are allowed on 

to the system. A systematically deviation of such guidelines could increase wear and tear, 

take for instance Appendix VI “Misuse of the system” which clearly shows that operators 

sometimes intentionally or unintentionally clearly violate operating proceedings. Hence data 

from systems which have a high occurrence of misuse, could pollute the life time expectancy 

calculation for the standard set of assumptions.     

 

A third problem is tinkering to systems and material by non-Vanderlande parties. Some 

clients only request the installation of a system and possible additional spare parts. 

Maintenance and operations of the system is then carried out by either a team from the client 

or a third party. It can happen that such parties create inventive solutions for problems 

without the knowledge and out of specifications of Vanderlande Industries. Appendix VII 

“Tinkering of system” provides an example of a client which placed a horizontal conveyor 

belt in a vertical position, fixed a crate to the conveyor belt and created custom controls for 

the belt. By so doing the client or third party engineers constructed a vertical lift between two 

building levels, which is definitely outside of the intended use and specifications of 

Vanderlande Industries. 

 

Fourth as an expert states: “Approximately 40% of system materials are VI items”. Hence up 

to 60% of the system consists out of third party items. Examples are scanners and weight-

scales for baggage handling systems or Cranes and stackers for Warehouse Parcel & Postal 

systems. The knowledge on third party materials is significantly lower than “in-house” items, 

hence determining the cause of faults and failures is often difficult for such third party items.  
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7 Gathering of useful, accurate and precise Information 

Implementation, maintenance, and operational data is already collected through different 

information systems, however as indicated in the fifth interview; the usefulness, accuracy and 

preciseness of the data differs per site. Vanderlande maintenance teams might for example be 

better experienced in maintenance reporting processes, while customer teams might not 

always feel the need to fill in reports after a maintenance action. Another example; a few sites 

keep track if an item is likely to be a failure because of wear and tear. Maximo does track 

which item is replaced for which asset, however a Posisorter has dozens of Switches and it is 

not tracked which of those is switched. So it is impossible to track if 5 switches are replaced 

once, or one switch always provides problems and is replaced 5 times.  

 

Interview 10 gives a clear reason for the existence of this problem, for; "A solution for the 

collection of this specific data needs to have a low threshold, always work, even when there is 

no internet connection at the time. Else such a solution could encounter a high level of 

resistance.". Hence it is not only a case of focus, but also the effort that needs to be put into 

the gathering of data. 
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4.4.3 Impact of barriers on knowledge translations 

The previous paragraph defined seven barriers related to knowledge translations. However 

each of these barriers has a different impact on the knowledge barriers, so next this master 

thesis will cover the relation between the barriers and specific knowledge items.  

 

Barrier 1 “The internal focus within development”: Implementation knowledge already holds 

a high degree of standardization, this creates a steady link between the outside and the inside 

focus. Both knowledge on Replacement and Operational System Use becomes an increasing 

key focus from VI clients, therefore the focus from the outside will be a driving factor for 

improvements on the inside. Operational Equipment Use however is in general of little 

interest for the customer, therefore this barrier is of relative high impact on that knowledge 

translation. 

  

Barrier 2 “Standardization versus client specific requests”: Differences in standardization of 

Implementation knowledge between different industries are common, though this kind of 

knowledge as previously mentioned holds a high degree of standardization, therefore 

standardization is but a small barrier. Replacement knowledge might not be standardized in 

the past, but an increase in focus will certainly speed up this process. Both System use based 

on Operational Use and on Equipment Use are fed by information from standard software 

solutions and are therefore more easily standardized.    

 

Barrier 3 “BPI versus MI”: Implementation knowledge and Knowledge regarding operational 

System Use are already core focus points, however this reduces the importance of 

Replacement and Operational Equipment Use knowledge. Therefore increasing the levels of 

codification and transferability will mainly impact those domains.  

 

Barrier 4 "Updating Data": Implementation and Replacement knowledge rely heavily on 

manual input. When changes are made to the system, then updating the necessary information 

in different places can be a big task. The input for Operational System and Equipment Use 

are however more software related, therefore updates of know information is more easily 

done, however changes or corrections to already existing values might still be a bit difficult.  

 

Barrier 5 “Combining Information”: Both Implementation and Replacement knowledge are 

because of its specialized and interdependent nature with other processes difficult to adapt in 

order to combine it with other knowledge and information structures. However operational 

System Use and Operational Equipment Use are rather high level and less integrated and 

therefore more easily adaptable.  

 

Barrier 6 "Freak Accidents, misuse, system tinkering and third party materials": these 

phenomenon have little to do with most of the knowledge items, however for replacement 

knowledge this requires a lot of extra effort in the logging of events by service engineers.    
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Barrier 7 “Gathering of useful, accurate and precise Information”:  

Replacement dependant on input from the field, implementation needs to be updated 

manually, therefore a lot of effort needs to be put into training people on identifying 

important pieces of information. Again like before Operational System and Equipment Use is  

often automatic generated info and therefore defined beforehand and accurately logged. 

 

Result: Table 19 "Translation Effort" is a result of the previous analysis on knowledge 

translation barriers. 

 
Table 18 "Translation Barriers (1 low, 5 high)" 

 Translation Barriers  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 SUM 

Knowledge 

items 

Implementation 1 2 1 3 3 1 3 14 

Replacement 2 3 3 4 3 5 4 26 

Operational System 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 12 

Operational Equipment 3 1 4 2 2 1 2 15 

 

4.4.4 Effort of Knowledge Translations 

As defined by the normative model, the effort for the translation of each of the knowledge 

items can be calculated by multiplying the Sum of the Barriers with the delta for either the 

codification or transferability. The results are provided by Table 19 "Translation Effort"   

 

Note that according to this table: 

- It should be clear that getting replacement knowledge up to speed is vital!  

- Codification will take the most effort, transferability is often the lesser issue. 

 
Table 19 "Translation Effort" 

Effort 

Codification Transferability 

I1 I2 I3 I1 I2 I3 

Implementation 114 347 464 0 250 367 

Replacement 255 393 718 0 393 718 

System Use 

 

0 294 

 

0 0 

Equipment Use 

  

268 

  

35 

Total effort 369 740 1743 0 643 1119 

  % effort I1 I2 I3 I1 I2 I3 

Implementation 31 47 27 0 39 33 

Replacement 69 53 41 0 61 64 

System Use 

  

17 

 

0 0 

Equipment Use 

  

15 

  

3 
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4.5 Conclusion  

Life Time Analysis of components can be beneficial for at least four processes within 

Vanderlande Industries; (1) the accuracy of Total Cost of Ownership calculations can be 

improved, (2) Service and maintenance can use LTA figures when performing maintenance 

operations, (3) Spare Parts Supply could use the calculations to provide spare parts packages 

to customers, and (4) the Research & Development of new products could benefit by using 

LTA calculations in their decision making process.   

 

A number of internal and external investigations have been conducted into the construction of 

different LTA calculations, however up till this day none have actually been implemented. So 

the question remains; How can Vanderlande Industries leverage its knowledge to deliver new 

services based on Life Time Analysis? 

 

In the second paragraph three different LTA calculations were investigated, these calculations 

were based on;  (1) A Spare parts consumption, (2) Operational Use based on System Use, (3) 

Operational Information based on Equipment Use. For each of these innovations a knowledge 

compositions defined the level of codification or transferability of the knowledge items 

Implementation, Replacement, Operational System Use, and  Operational Equipment Use.  

 

The third paragraph was used to identify the current knowledge composition. This was done 

by a questionnaire which was handled with VI employees during interview session. The level 

of codification of knowledge items was investigated through questions that focussed on the 

amount and the accuracy of codification. The level of transferability of knowledge items was 

determined by questions regarding the perceived importance of knowledge, the location of 

knowledge, the access of knowledge, and the ability to work with knowledge. 

 

The fourth paragraph covered the necessary knowledge translations, the impact of the seven 

barriers on those knowledge translations, and the effort of each of those knowledge 

translations. Figure 31 "Innovation Options" is the visual representation the innovation 

knowledge compositions, the current knowledge compositions and the necessary knowledge 

translations.  

 

   
   

Figure 31 "Innovation Options" 
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The second paragraph describes the benefits of each of the innovation options, while the 

fourth paragraph calculated the effort of translating knowledge for each of the innovation 

options. Table 20 "Benefits and Effort"  is the result of combining both Table 10 "LTA, the 

benefits per variation" and Table 19 "Translation Effort".  

 
Table 20 "Benefits and Effort" 

 Benefit Effort Effort / Benefit 

Codification Transferability Codification Transferability 

I1 Low (1) 369 0 369 0 

I2 Average (5) 740 643 148 128.6 

I3 High (7) 1743 1119 249 159.9 

 

Note that in the table above low benefits from Table 10 are ranked as a 0, while average 

benefits are ranked by a 1 and high by a 2. When Effort is compared to Benefit then it 

becomes quite clear that a LTA calculation based on System use according to process 

information yields the best results with the least amount of effort.  

 

4.5. 1Recommendations 

The following actions are recommended to Vanderlande Industries in order to be able to 

improve upon their knowledge base for LTA purposes.   

 

Make a key group responsible for Knowledge, Information and Data integrity 

Vanderlande Industries has a philosophy of "one way of working", the aim is to create a 

standardized way of working for all projects. Though the standardization of the processes for 

projects  has to a high degree been aligned, other key elements like the data that is logged, is 

not standardized. This is the main reasons why 3 of the barriers are a problem for Life Time 

Analysis (Standardization versus client specific requests, Combining Information, and 

Gathering of useful, accurate and precise Information).  A key group that not only has veto 

power in the development of new products, but also in that of project signoffs, needs to 

become responsible for the integrity of data and information collected. In such a way  

knowledge across the entire company should be become more codified and easier to share.   

 

Takeover of Service must be more standardized 

Every project at Vanderlande Industries has to complete a series of tests before it is handed 

over to the client. The standardized process includes a Factory Acceptance Test and a Site 

Acceptance Test, however service isn't always included. Sometimes there is a Maintenance 

Acceptance Test, but this doesn't hold much weight or is very useful to Service purposes. 

This is an important source for the lack of external focus of the development of new services. 

Also it caused a higher focus for the gathering of Process knowledge than there is for 

Maintenance knowledge. One of the key actions is to in a (standardized way) implement 

hosted Maximo solutions for as many of the projects as possible.  
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Promotion of a maintenance philosophy  

There is a clear lack of focus on maintenance practises, this creates a number of problems for 

Life Time Analysis. It also inhibits the gathering of accurate maintenance information such as 

the logging of freak accidents, system tinkering and third party materials. It is understandable 

that a change in philosophy requires a lot of effort and that it is questionable in which 

timeframe something like that is possible. However take for instance the development of a 

product (which was first focused on price reduction), in the current situation it has switched 

to a certain level of standardization and scale increase. Note that this conversion shows that 

processes can change and maintenance or service philosophies could become part of the VI 

culture. 

 

Dedicated time for reporting and updates 

Vanderlande Industrise recognizes an increase in the potential of services, though in general 

VI culture is now focused on the creation of new systems, not on facilitation of everything 

that comes after. This has special impact on how and what is being reported and kept up to 

date. Therefore it is necessary that a key element in the process becomes keeping the 

knowledge up to date. Only by the dedication of time and thus resources can such a task be 

accomplished  
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5 Reflection  
A master thesis on innovation processes can become extremely theoretical or philosophical, 

this effect is increased when the term knowledge is added to the mix. A number of 

assumptions had to be made, this paragraph goes through the problems of some of these 

assumptions.    

 

5.1 The differentiation between the ontological and epistemological 

dimension. 

Understanding and defining the difference epistemological (codification) and ontological 

(transferability) dimension of knowledge is hard due to the vague and slippery nature of 

knowledge. An example of how this sometimes can create contradictions can be found in the 

paper of Lam (2000). Though this paper recognizes the existence of the different dimension, 

it also distinguishes tacit from explicit knowledge (epistemological dimension) through three 

different criteria; (1) “Codifyability (epistemological) and mechanisms for transferring 

(ontological) knowledge”, (2) “methods for acquisition and accumulation (ontological)”, (3) 

“potential for aggregation and modes of appropriation”. 

 

Literature is quite rich if it concerns the classification of a division within the epistemological 

dimension between explicit and tacit knowledge (see Appendix II “Ontological dimensions of 

Knowledge”). However three issues arise with this rich body of literature, first like Lam 

(2000) and Nonaka and Konno (1998) a number of papers seem to identify explicit 

knowledge with the ease of transferability, though in philosophical perspective this can be 

considered to be a confusion or a conflict with the ontological dimension. The second 

problem arises with a philosophical dispute on the issue if knowledge is pure (either explicit 

or tacit) or if knowledge is a combination of both and hence has a degree of tacitness to it 

(Cowan, David and Foray 2000, Johnson and Lundvall 2002), and finally there is the lack of 

uniformity in theory and hence the possibility and opportunity for misuse or even abuse of 

those theories by politicians (Fahey and Prusak 1998). 

 

In this master thesis the linear relationship between codification and transferability was 

intensely denied, however the case investigation still showed a remarkable form of 

correlation between the two. This possible comes from a trap of learned behavior of the 

current generation of especially scientists and at least a wide variety of academic researchers.  

Innovation stands for progress, and progress represent an increase in our cognitive abilities to 

understand and work with the world around us. Hence more knowledge which is written 

down and shared will thus enable more innovation.  

In the end this would reflect back on the normative model by which many innovation options 

will have a knowledge composition with knowledge items that lean towards an increase 

amount of codification and / or transferability.  
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5.2 Innovation which needs less collective or less codified knowledge 

items 

When one looks at Figure 31 "Innovation Options", then it is quite clear that there are 

innovations that could do with or required a lower level of codification or transferability of 

knowledge. Take for instance the replacement knowledge for a predication based on spare 

parts supply. This knowledge item doesn't have to be as transferable as it is currently, for 

only a small group of people would have to work with or have access to that particular 

knowledge. Or have a look at the level of codification of Operational Use knowledge for a 

LTA calculation based on operational information. The current method of codifying 

operational information allows for a more wide variety of data which is not necessary for this 

particular LTA calculation 

  

Hence it could happen that an Innovation needs a knowledge item to be less codified or less 

transferable. However the question that remains to be answered; "are there innovations which 

actually require a lower level of codification or transferability?". If not then this would 

imply that there is no need for internalization and specialization translations as defined in 

"2.4.1 Knowledge compositions change through learning". This is in line with a more general 

understanding of the current scientific community: Unless there is a clear indication why 

innovation would benefit; such a message would be quite difficult if not impossible to convey 

to a company.  

 

Therefore you could argue (such as is done in the application chapter) that the model 

indicates current knowledge to be of a sufficient level. However such a message would 

possible undermine the complete theory, for this would indicate that knowledge for 

innovation compared to the current situation could only be more codified or more 

transferable.  
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5.3 Difference in effort for similar knowledge translations 

One of the main assumptions in the theoretical framework is that bigger translations require 

more effort. Take the example as shown in Figure 32 "Translation Example", here two 

different situations are depicted. Imagine that these are two situations of replacement 

knowledge as described in the fourth chapter. Increasing codification of replacement 

knowledge as depicted in the first situation would  imply that from almost nothing the level 

of codification is increased. Such an increase would be possible with a number simple actions. 

However the translation in situation 2 would require the already high level of codification to 

improve by the same amount. Such an improvement could very likely require a lot more 

effort. If from 10% of the failures you would need to accurately know if a failure was an 

operational or system error, then the this would be more easy then increasing the  accuracy of 

85% of the failures towards an accuracy of 95%.   

 

Nonaka (1991) describes quite a similar effect of the phenomenon. The example as 

mentioned in "3.1.1 Formulating the knowledge topic" describes an electrical company which 

aim is to build a bread baking machine. It could be argued that initially the company is able 

to complete 95% of the work. However getting the machine to produce the correct bread 

appears to be highly problematic. The most effort has to be put into the understanding of the 

final piece of the puzzle.  

 

This difference in effort for similar translations is not yet integrated into the normative model, 

therefore the saying; "The last mile is the longest" shows a possible dilemma.  

 

 
Figure 32 "Translation Example" 
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5.4 Opportunities for further research  

This master thesis can be seen as the foundation for a new theory, hence a substantial amount 

of possible future research is possible. This paragraph will go into three of the more pressing 

matters at hand. The normative model in general could use fine-tuning, the weighting 

indicators for calculating should be improved, and finally the process of knowledge 

transformation should be further investigated .  

 

5.4.1 The normative model 

This master thesis has used the definition of Innovation from Hargadon (2002); "Innovation 

is the recombination of current knowledge". Such a definition is based on the principle of 

incremental innovation. This principle is chosen in contrast to the principle of innovation 

which are spontaneous and radically new. The concept of radical Innovations from Mokyr 

(1990) can be viewed as a problem for the proposed normative model, since it in part states 

that radical innovation are not constructed based on existing knowledge. Though the concept 

of radical innovations is contested by many academics such as Hardagon (2002), it also does  

pose an interesting weakness. 

 

The normative model has great potential for the application in cases by which the innovation 

is known. However when trying to manage knowledge to stimulate random innovation, then 

one has an obvious problem; how to prepare ourselves for the unknown. 

 If further research could provide insight into how this theory could possible deal with or 

even explain the idea of radical innovation, then it could strengthen this new model. 

 

5.4.2 Weighing of Indicator  

The third and fourth chapter of this master thesis has used a number of indicators that enabled 

the mapping of a knowledge. Though indicators for transferability and codification of 

knowledge items are chosen after careful consideration of existing literature, the importance 

of each of those indicators is far from proven.  

 

These indicators have a clear and heavy impact on how knowledge compositions are defined. 

In for example the epistemological dimension only the indicators of the amount of accuracy 

of codification are suggested. A more proven set of indicators would make for a more 

accurate model. A quote from a previous part of this thesis would be best to described the 

importance of this; from Fahey and Prusak (1998): "Effort to manage knowledge are 

themselves based upon faulty knowledge principles."  

 

Hence in order to strengthen and validate the normative model, a quantitative analysis of  

transferability and codification aspects of knowledge is necessary.    
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5.4.3 Knowledge Translations 

One of the main assumptions of this master thesis is that codification and transferability are 

two distinct dimensions of knowledge. However as can in the application, the current  

knowledge composition would suggest a possible direct relation between the level of 

codification and transferability. 

 

Knowledge translations as proposed, where 4 different processes in pure directions, however 

the idea of a relationship between the two knowledge dimensions and some academic 

literature would suggest that learning can translate knowledge in two dimensions. For 

example one could look at the process of knowledge translation as proposed in Nonaka 

(1998). The proposed transitions as visualised in Figure 33 "Knowledge translations, an 

alternative idea" would suggest the following translations:  

1. socialization: tacit to tacit, highly 

individual to less individual 

2. externalization: tacit to explicit and 

individual to collective 

3. combination: explicit to explicit, 

collective to more collective 

4. internalization: explicit to tacit, highly 

collective to highly individual (my 

suggestion: the gain of new 

understanding / wisdoms) “We now 

understand that there is more to know”  

 

  

Figure 33 "Knowledge translations, an alternative idea" 
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6 Conclusion 
The development of new services particularly in the case of Knowledge Intensive Business 

Services involves complex processes, dependent both on technical and social challenges. The 

lack of a normative model in existing literature could be considered as proof for this 

complexity.  

 

This master thesis has developed a theoretical framework, and upon that constructed a 

normative model that is able to clarify how technical service companies can exploit their 

knowledge for service innovations. The societal use of the normative model was proven 

through the application by technical service companies.  

 

The strongest point of this new normative model is the ability to visualise different 

knowledge translations which are necessary for innovation. But also the capability to uncover 

the existence of problems which are not immediately clear. 

While one of the weakest points of this model is the nature of knowledge itself and our 

understanding of it. For understanding what knowledge is and how it is all connected to each 

other is extremely difficult and full of academic disputes.    

 

Thus as indicated by the number of problems with this normative model and the suggestion 

for further research, the normative model is far from rock solid. This strengthens the idea that 

this master thesis is but a stepping stone into a possible whole new method of understanding 

innovation in service competences.  
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APPENDIX I “Epistemological dimensions of Knowledge” 
  Epistemological dimension 

  Explicit Tacit 

Author Areas of distinction 

(Kogut and 
Zander 1992) 

 Knowledge that can be explained People and organizations know more than they can 
explain 

 (Fahey and 
Prusak 1998) 

 “Tacit knowledge is the means by which explicit knowledge is captured, assimilated, created and 
disseminated.” 

 General “Expressed in words and numbers and shared in the 
form of data, scientific formulae, specifications, 
manuals, and the like.” 

“…,something not easily visible and expressible. 
Tacit knowledge is highly personal and hard to 
formulize, making it difficult to share with others.” 

Technical dimension  “…encompasses the kind of informal personal skills 
or crafts often referred to as know-how.” 

Cognitive dimension “It consists of beliefs, ideals values, schemata, and 
mental models which deeply ingrained in use and 
which we often take for granted.” 

(Zack 1999)  More abstract in contrast to tacit, hence ”… can be 
more easily codified, documented transferred or 
shared.” 

“…subconsciously understood and applied, difficult 
to articulate, developed from direct experience and 
action, and usually shared through highly interactive 
conversation, story-telling and shared experience.” 

(Lam 2000) Codifiability  
and  
mechanisms for 
transference 

Can be codified 
Transference without the need of “knowing the 
subject” 

Cannot be codified 
Cannot be understood or transferred without 
“knowing the subject” 

Acquisition  
and  
Accumulation 

Acquisition through logic deduction and formal 
studies. 

Acquisition through practical experience in relevant 
context. 
Accumulation dependant on variety of experience. 
 

Potential for aggregation 
 and  
modes of appropriation 

Aggregated in single location 
 
Appropriation without the knowing subject 

Personal and contextual, hence  
de-central aggregation 
Close involvement and cooperation of the “knowing 
subject” 

(Ammar-
Khodja and 
Bernard 2008) 

 “Formal knowledge that has been captured by the 
corporate memory” 

“Personal knowledge that is difficult to formulate, 
measure or value” 



  

 

 

APPENDIX II “Ontological Dimensions of Knowledge” 
 Description Combination and Sharing A

c
c
e

s
s
 to

 p
a

rtie
s
 

A
n

tic
ip

a
tio

n
 o

f 

v
a

lu
e

  

M
o

tiv
a

tio
n
 

C
o
m

b
in

a
tio

n
 

C
a
p

a
c
ity

 

Structural 
dimension 

     

Network Ties The fundamental proposition of social capital 
theory is that network ties provide access to 
resources. 

x x   

Network 
Configuration 

Ties provide the channels for information 
transmission, but the overall configuration of these 
ties constitutes an important facet of social capital 
that may impact the development of intellectual 
capital. 

x    

Appropriable 
Organization 

Social capital developed in one context, such as 
ties, norms, and trust, can often (but not always) 
be transferred from one social setting to another, 
thus influencing patterns of social exchange. 

x    

      
Cognitive 
dimension 

     

Shared Codes 
and language 

Language has a direct and important function in 
social relations. Language influences our 
perception. A shared language enhances 
combination capability. 

x x  x 

Shared 
Narratives 

Beyond the existence of shared language and 
codes, researchers have suggested that myths, 
stories, and metaphors also provide powerful 
means in communities for creating, exchanging, 
and preserving rich sets of meanings-a view long 
held by some social 
anthropologists 

   x 

      
Relational 
dimension 

     

Trust The belief that the "results of somebody's intended 
action will be appropriate from our point of view”. 
Where relationships are high in trust, people are 
more willing to engage in social exchange in 
general, and 
cooperative interaction in particular 

x x x  

Norms According to Coleman (1990), a norm exists when 
the socially defined right to control an action is 
held not by the actor but by others. Thus, it 
represents a degree of consensus in the social 
system. 

x  x  

Obligation Commitment or duty to undertake some activity in 
the future. 

x  x  

Identification The process whereby individuals see themselves 
as one with another person or group of people. 

 x x  



  

 

 

APPENDIX III “Posisorter, Items”  
 

 

 



  

 

 

APPENDIX IV “The Engineering process” 

 

Figure 34 "The Engineering Process" (Veraa 2013)



  

 

 

APPENDIX V “Freak accidents” 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The photo on the left shows a conveyor system that was hit by a fork lift. (the conveyor should be in a straight line, however it is not. 

The photos in the middle: a chain from a chainsaw was put on the system, it blocked the system. Engineers tried to solve the errors by constantly 

restarting the system,  half of the number of shoes ( part of the system , example in the right photo ) were broken. Took a full day of downtime, 

two engineers and a lot of spare parts to fix it. 



  

 

 

APPENDIX VI “Misuse of the system” 
 

   

 

The right conveyor is used properly (1 bag at a time), the left conveyor 

most definitely shows misuse. 

The left conveyor will show increased amounts of wear and tear and the 

system will not be able to handle the bags in such a setup. 

Problems for the systems are among others reading the tags (which will 

most definitely fail) or jams. 

 

Improper use can cause system to stop functioning 

 



  

 

 

APPENDIX VII “System tinkering” 

 

Note: Vanderlande Industries does not have a  

vertical conveyor in its portfolio.   



  

 

 

APPENDIX VIII “Knowledge and Information important for LTA" 
 

 

Item Implementation 
 

Operational Use 
 

Equipment Use 

Component 
Nr 

The identification nr of the 
component 

 
km run the nr of travelled kilometres  

 
pins 

the nr of pins that travelled 
through the switched 

Install base 
Project information on the items 
used in a system 

 
speed 

the average speed of which this 
distance was travelled 

 
switches 

the nr of time that the switch 
switched (the tong changed 
direction) 

Fault tree A fault tree on how faults do occur 
 

Materials 

Number of materials passed 
over though or along this 
component 

 

pins 
diverted 

the nr of pins that were diverted 
by the switch (multiple pins are 
diverted per switched action) 

  
 

Client 
general  

Continent, type of systems 
(small-medium-large) (baggage 
– wpp)  

 
duty cycle %pins diverted 

   
  

 

electrical 
failure the nr of electrical failures 

Replacement 
 

  
 

Client 
specific  temp, moist levels, dust 

Sys/Op 
Was this a Systems or operational 
error? 

 
  

   

Prev 
was this preventive maintenance 
? 

    
  

Sub Part 
Did a sub part fail, or this 
complete item?       

Team site based - sub contractor - client       

        

 



  

 

 

APPENDIX IX “Simulation, resulting fail-data” 

 

Time between 
failure 

km between 
failure  

switches 
between failure 

pins between 
failure 

225 2198 50954401 409920429 

338 6334 141830884 1138630064 

451 3240 74295555 603152888 

451 3573 82136479 665866647 

1014 9836 222177540 1793748086 

1014 10803 245350482 1983367776 

1352 10632 240483620 1950298194 

1352 8195 184363114 1508992325 

1352 9981 219480187 1783055569 

1690 16725 371467408 3003956072 

1690 11210 259966616 2104341694 

1915 11601 259869948 2127593277 

1915 9865 220203395 1794380146 

2028 11961 263078244 2154176865 

2366 14995 336986000 2736108310 

3042 18994 413562604 3373000696 

3042 18021 388457203 3200532929 

3718 23455 520183014 4229785066 

4056 24042 520875576 4283511856 

4957 26067 577789593 4727510459 

5746 30163 666464682 5428393906 

6422 36902 827362822 6716215142 

7098 36263 794225978 6506436456 

7098 35175 781103804 6372214515 

7211 39943 879321759 7196505255 

7436 38591 853753411 6966438683 

7549 39714 871523761 7132455720 

7661 45736 1007553777 8234945585 

Time between 
failure 

km between 
failure  

switches 
between failure 

pins between 
failure 

7999 42958 940446355 7730606884 

8901 49964 1103959489 9026839137 

9126 50858 1113655357 9086962127 

10140 70298 1502200440 12263353518 

10816 54203 1207293412 9849982818 

11154 60308 1340405924 10942261928 

11492 62420 1375767935 11248188319 

12506 68784 1538340076 12501519134 

12619 68410 1486556786 12158232138 

12844 66014 1464794318 11973168801 

13182 80146 1742940940 14298136164 

13520 70276 1553251622 12769010306 

13633 72048 1601400511 13068734397 

14083 73846 1636357259 13373610623 

14534 82447 1846087048 15016869842 

14872 73680 1611365652 13134396418 

15548 93454 1992981172 16409420040 

15886 94710 2059023668 16823212146 

15886 83713 1856350193 15184908795 

16224 88251 1949237550 15930321264 

16224 84314 1871821692 15367814228 

16900 97332 2163392322 17670817450 

17576 101196 2201889846 18078361626 

17914 96018 2126199478 17370673450 

18252 99986 2198830270 17989784107 

20055 105538 2335565691 19118941157 

21632 120891 2684546072 21939186906 

22308 118699 2626518232 21435669996 



  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Time between 
failure 

km between 
failure  

switches 
between failure 

pins between 
failure 

22308 117715 2603745144 21312796856 

22646 126339 2753258430 22511409752 

26026 140847 3066643580 25052908478 

26702 143435 3179289178 25959491402 

26702 144731 3211335296 26227631534 

27040 161261 3494313966 28610058672 

27153 141190 3117784445 25501340852 

27716 170229 3682692182 30206298148 

28054 143220 3160194544 25796190758 

28730 155714 3461019614 28216057818 

29744 150477 3289195624 26987201696 

31772 175165 3865736758 31462927730 

34138 178646 3963687468 32352687380 

34476 180776 3944641168 32298618196 

36842 191333 4213886560 34367453328 

40222 195565 4342140322 35462913018 

41912 213104 4670137550 38261269774 

41912 229893 5063875778 41364546808 

44278 213555 4762747522 38987077792 

47996 261766 5800267252 47345720786 

48672 249100 5481494720 44798559546 

50024 273210 6113799094 49834013918 

53404 263240 5841233528 47766717362 

56108 291952 6505825352 53095589872 

62192 326753 7183479862 58755628022 

63882 337657 7410972790 60794700226 

64558 346937 7593701674 62256557324 

69290 376186 8332987780 67927205294 

Time between 
failure 

km between 
failure  

switches 
between failure 

pins between 
failure 

70980 356803 7916789452 64844532402 

74698 406281 8934899532 73109591646 

76726 404169 8912384676 72952029904 

79768 420915 9248474976 75634774098 

82810 421887 9266969322 75874494514 

84162 433827 9626241014 78721774066 

84500 457242 10052145350 82191591144 

86528 469652 10357064952 84576606348 

92274 471409 10453720446 85487265214 

96668 517804 11303861764 92642425070 

98358 527634 11597279226 94967598388 

103090 545078 12018733116 98400839472 

103428 538149 11822394324 96847160618 

105456 571738 12618825752 103303548400 

118300 626402 13795995928 112569748096 

118300 617173 13582695620 111137357838 

135200 717351 15808537160 129396689734 



  

 

 

 

“Questionnaire I – Item Implementation” 
 

Opening Questions 

Note: Your identity will not be used in my report. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

A small explanation 

The topic of my master thesis is the Life Time Expectancy (of levensduur verwachting) of items. In essence VI 

wants to be able to determine how long an item can function in the field. One of the ways to do this is to look at 

how long items last in the current operational systems.  

 

When calculating the expected life time of a specific item based on historical data, then it is important to know 

what system have this item installed and how many times it was installed. For Vanderlande Industries 

information on this subject can be found in the Installed base, which is located in SMARTEAM.  

 

- First; it is important that we know which system where commissioned, for this you need an overview 

of project numbers. 

- Second; items need to be identifiable by a common number throughout the entire organisation. For this 

Vanderlande Industries uses a component library.  

- Third; you need to know how many times the item is implemented in each system. For this you need an 

installed base for each system. 

 

 

  



  

 

 

Documentation of information 

With the following questions I would like to find out how well documented the information is. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



  

 

 

Transferability of information 

With the following questions I would like to understand how easy (or difficult) it is to share information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Could you indicate some of the problems with combining information. 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

  

  



  

 

 

Reflection 

I would like to have your opinion on the above questions. 

 

 

 
 

Do you have any final remarks? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

  

  



  

 

 

“Questionnaire II – Item replacement” 
 

Opening Questions 

Note: Your identity will not be used in my report. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  



  

 

 

A small explanation 

The topic of my master thesis is the Life Time Expectancy (of levensduur verwachting) of items. In essence VI 

wants to be able to determine how long an item can function in the field. One of the ways to do this is to look at 

how long items last in the current operational systems.  

 

When calculating the expected life time of an item based on historical data, then it is important to know about 

the replacement of items. For a calculation of Vanderlande Industries items the following information is 

important. 

 

- You need to know the Item Number of the replaced item, without this you can’t find out  how many 

times a specific item is replaced. 

- For similar reasons it is also important is the system number of the replaced item,  

- Also important to know is if the replacement was due to technical or operational failure. If a fork-

trucks runs into a system and subsequently some items need to be replaced, then we cannot use this 

items as an indicator for life time expectancy.  

- Sometimes items fail and they have to be replaced on the spot (corrective maintenance). But also 

maintenance teams carry out inspections of the systems, if something appears to be at the end of its life, 

then it could be wise to replace the item before it fails (preventive maintenance). Knowing the  

difference between if an item was replaced because of Preventive or Corrective  maintenance could 

be important to detailed calculations of life-time-expectancy. 

- Sometimes a part of an item fails, but due to an (cost) efficient way of working, the complete item is 

replaced. The sub-item has its own component number and its own life time expectancy calculation, 

and this replacement should be taken into account in that calculation and not that of the complete item. 

Hence also not unimportant is to know if it was the complete item which failed, or its sub-item. 

- The last piece of information related to the replacement of items is the kind of service contract with 

the client, did VI replace the item themselves, or was this done by the client (or even by a third party). 

This could say something on the accuracy of the data, the quality of the replacement or the necessity of 

the replacement. 

  



  

 

 

Documentation of information 

With the following questions I would like to find out how well documented information is. 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

  



  

 

 

Transferability of information 

With the following questions I would like to understand how easy (or difficult) it is to share information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

Could you indicate some of the problems with combining information. 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________  



  

 

 

Reflection 

I would like to have your opinion on the above questions. 

 

 

 
 

Do you have any final remarks? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

  



  

 

 

“Questionnaire III – Operational System Use” 
 

Opening Questions 

Note: Your identity will not be used by me in my report. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

A small explanation 

The topic of my master thesis is the Life Time Expectancy (of levensduur verwachting) of components. In 

essence VI wants to be able to determine how long an item can function in the field. One of the ways to do this 

is to look at how long items last in the current operational systems.  

 

When calculating the expected life time of an item based on historical data, then it is important to know how 

intensive systems are used. For Vanderlande Industries information on this subject can be found in the Business 

Process Information (BPI) application.  

 

- First it is important that we know the number of miles that an entire system has run (mileage of a 

system). Since not all the equipment would run the same number of miles, this could be represented by 

a system average or a highest value.  

- A second indicator of system use is the running speed of a system. 

- A third indicator is the number of materials transported by a system. 

- A more global indicator is the type of client of a system, this is client specific data, for instance the 

part of the world where the system is located. 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

Documentation of information 

With the following questions I would like to find out how well documented information related to the 

information of operational systems use is. 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

  

  



  

 

 

Transferability of information 

With the following questions I would like to understand how easy (or difficult) it is to share information related 

to  the information of operational systems use of a system. 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Could you indicate some of the problems with combining information. 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________  



  

 

 

Reflection 

I would like to have your opinion on the above questions. 

 

 

 
 

Do you have any final remarks? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

  



  

 

 

“Questionnaire IV – Operational Equipment Use” 
 

Opening Questions 

Note: Your identity will not be used by me in my report. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

A small explanation 

The topic of my master thesis is the Life Time Expectancy (of levensduur verwachting) of components. In 

essence VI wants to be able to determine how long an item can function in the field. One of the ways to do this 

is to look at how long items last in the current operational systems.  

 

When making an advanced calculation for the expected life time of an item based on historical data, then it is 

important to know how intensive a specific item was used. Currently such information can only be found in 

PLC’s. For my research I have picked out a switch from the posisorter as an indicator to find out how well 

known such information in general is. 

 

For a switch the following information is crucial when you want to make an advanced life time expectancy 

calculation: 

- The number of pins which passed a switch are an important indicator. 

- The number of pins diverted by a switch are probably a key indicator on the wear of some of its parts 

- The number of switching actions made by the switch can indicate its operational use. 

- The duty cycle is a number representing the amount of diverted pins at a time. Take for instance a 

situation in which a switch has a 1000 pins which passed and a 1000 diverted. If it was a batch of 1000 

pins that passed and then a batch of 1000 that was diverted, the wear would be much greater then when 

it were batches of 25. 

- The number of times that there was an electrical failure, could indicate stress on the electrical 

components of the switch.   

- Some client specific information like the levels of dust or the temperature around the system could be 

of big influence on the system. 

 

  



  

 

 

Documentation of information 

With the following questions I would like to find out how well documented information related to equipment 

use is. 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

  



  

 

 

Transferability of information 

With the following questions I would like to understand how easy (or difficult) it is to share information related 

to equipment use. 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Could you indicate some of the problems with combining information. 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________  



  

 

 

Reflection 

I would like to have your opinion on the above questions. 

 

 

 
 

Do you have any final remarks? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 



  

 

 

“Questionnaire I to IV - persons interviewed and their experience ”. 
 

 
I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 

VI experience 17 9 6 1 6,5 16,5 5  8 12,5 

Department  
experience 3 9 1,5 1 6,5 2 5  8 2 

  



  

 

“Questionnaire I - answers”     “Questionnaire II - answers” 
 

 

 

  

  

Q Inf I4 I5 I6 

6 1 4 7 2 

2 4 7 2 

3 2 4 2 

4 2 7 2 

5 2 2 2 

6 3 7 4 

7 1 4 7 6 

2 4 7 6 

3 4 5 6 

4 4 5 6 

5 4 5 6 

6 4 1 6 

8 1 1 1 1 

2 1 1 1 

3 1 5 1 

4 1 1 1 

5 1 1 1 

6 1 1 1 

9 1 7 7 5 

2 7 7 5 

10 1 4 7 5 

2 7 7 5 

11 1 2 7 2 

2 7 7 5 

12 

    13 1 6 7 4 

2 4 5 4 

3 5 6 4 

14 1 6 6 4 

15 

    

Q Inf I1 I2 I3 

6 1 7 3 7 

2 6 4 6 

3 5 3 6 

7 1 4 5 7 

2 6 4 6 

3 7 5 7 

8 1 1 4 1 

2 1 4 6 

3 7 4 7 

9 1 4 4 5 

2 6 3 5 

10 1 1 4 5 

2 6 3 
 11 1 1 3 5 

2 4 3 3 

12 

    13 1 6 2 7 

2 6 3 5 

3 4 3 6 

14 1 6 2 5 

15 

    

 
Q Inf I1 I2 I3 

1 1 6 1 2 

2 5 1 7 

3 7 1 5 

2 1 3 3 3 

2 6 4 3 

3 4 3 3 

3 1 7 4 7 

2 7 4 7 

3 7 4 7 

4 1 5 1 7 

2 5 3 4 

3 5 1 7 

5 1 6 3 5 

2 5 3 4 

3 3 3 3 

Q Inf I4 I5 I6 

1 1 5 7 4 

2 5 7 5 

3 5 1 1 

4 4 1 1 

5 2 1 1 

6 2 1 1 

2 1 3 4 6 

2 3 7 6 

3 2 2 7 

4 2 3 4 

5 2 1 3 

6 2 1 5 

3 1 7 5 6 

2 7 1 7 

3 7 3 7 

4 6 6 5 

5 6 3 6 

6 5 1 4 

4 1 4 7 1 

2 4 7 1 

3 2 1 1 

4 1 7 1 

5 2 1 4 

6 1 7 1 

5 1 6 6 4 

2 6 6 4 

3 1 4 4 

4 1 6 4 

5 1 2 3 

6 4 6 4 



  

 

“Questionnaire III - answers”     “Questionnaire IV - answers” 

 
  

Q Inf I7 I8 

1 1 2 1 

2 2 7 

3 3 5 

4 4 6 

2 1 1 6 

2 1 4 

3 3 6 

4 4 7 

3 1 7 7 

2 1 6 

3 7 1 

4 7 3 

4 1 1 6 

2 1 7 

3 1 4 

4 1 4 

5 1 4 1 

2 4 7 

3 4 7 

4 4 5 

Q Inf I7 I8 

6 1 1 1 

2 2 7 

3 5 5 

4 7 2 

7 1 1 4 

2 3 6 

3 5 6 

4 7 6 

8 1 1 6 

2 1 6 

3 1 6 

4 1 6 

9 1 7 6 

2 7 5 

10 1 7  

2 7  

11 1 7 7 

2 7 7 

12 

 

  

13 1 4 6 

2 6 6 

3 4 6 

14 1 5 6 

15 

 
  

Q Inf I9 I10 

6 1 2 5 

2 2 5 

3 2 5 

4 2 5 

5 3 5 

6 3 5 

7 1 2 4 

2 2 4 

3 2 4 

4 2 4 

5 4 4 

6 3 4 

8 1 4 6 

2 4 6 

3 4 6 

4 4 6 

5 6 6 

6 5 6 

9 1 4 1 

2 4 3 

10 1 4 1 

2 4 1 

11 1 6 7 

2 6 7 

12 

   13 1 6 6 

2 7 6 

3 6 6 

14 1 6 6 

15 

   

Q Inf I9 I10 

1 1 4 5 

2 6 6 

3 6 6 

4 4 5 

5 6 5 

6 6 4 

2 1 5 3 

2 6 3 

3 6 3 

4 4 3 

5 6 3 

6 5 3 

3 1 6 2 

2 7 6 

3 6 6 

4 6 6 

5 2 4 

6 5 4 

4 1 4 2 

2 2 2 

3 2 2 

4 2 2 

5 3 2 

6 3 2 

5 1 6 6 

2 5 6 

3 5 6 

4 6 6 

5 4 6 

6 4 6 



  

 

Questionnaire “Notes” 
 

Interview 1          Date: 23-10-2013 

Time : 11 :00 

Department: Service Development 

Years of experience: 17 

 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 

I1 S1 6 3 7 5 6 7 4 1 4 1 1 

S2 5 6 7 5 5 6 6 1 6 6 4 

S3 7 4 7 5 3 5 7 7    

 

The employee has a number of general remarks during the interview. 

- The employee notes that his daily activities are more focussed on the development of 

the SMARTEAM solution then actually working with it.  

- Also noted is that the current organisation works different than it should strictly do. 

- The employee notes that there is a difference between how an expert could answer 

such a question and how an average employee would. 

- On the question (8) if the person can add or alter the information the employee notes 

that he could go to someone who could do this for me, but I can’t do it directly myself. 

 

 

On the third question, on the value of information for Life Time Analysis, it is noted that the 

employee fills in a different value between the value of information as it is and as it should be 

for LTA calculations. On the question of the researcher on why is there a difference between 

now and what it should be, the employee answers:  

- Ignorance, importance of data is unknown 

- Demarcation of own working field 

- The topic of Life Time Analysis is often unknown   

 

On the question if information is codified accurately the employee fills in a distinct lower 

value for the accuracy of project numbers. The given reason for this is that Projects aren’t 

always sold, but the project number has already been generated.    

      

The researcher notes that the values for the knowledge on where to find information is lower 

than the of access to information, the answer of the employee for this: if I know where to find 

the knowledge, I can’t always access it. 

 

On question 9 till 11 the employee sees a distinct difference between the current capabilities 

and the technological options. The researcher notes that technological Vanderlande already 

has high capabilities. The researcher is interested if the employee agrees with this, the 

employee notes that; Manually a lot is possible, however as a person I have no experience 

with CMMS / BPI 



  

 

 

 

 

Also the employee notes that the same data in different information solutions can have 

differences in structure. This is caused by a lack of interfaces. As an example there is not a 

single connection between  installed base and BPI. Also there is a difference in variable 

names between CMMS – BPI – smarteam. Cause is that variables definitions are not fixed, 

providing room for own concoctions 

 

As a final remark the employee notes that in the currently VI is only interested in spare parts 

in the installed base ,in the past it was only just spares, the information sources have become 

more complete over years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interview 2          Date: 23-10-2013 

Time : 16:00 

Department: Proposal Verification and Pricing 

Years of experience: 9 

 

 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 

I2 S1 1 3 4 1 3 3 5 4 4 4 3 

S2 1 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 

S3 1 3 4 1 3 3 5 4    

 

The employee notes that he was not prepared for this set of questions, and feedback was 

therefor only minimal and restricted to the questions.   



  

 

Interview 3          Date: 6-11-2013 

Time : 13:00 

Department: Spareparts 

Years of experience: 6 

 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 

I3 S1 2 3 7 7 5 7 7 1 5 5 5 

S2 7 3 7 4 4 6 6 6 5  3 

S3 5 3 7 7 3 6 7 7    

 

 

The employee gives a very high answer for the importance of the component library for the 

daily activities, if asked why then the employee answers that the component library is a core 

task . The daily activities often include question from what was implemented where. 

 

On the second question on the importance for the company in general the employee notes that 

the focus has increased over time. 

 

The importance for this knowledge from LTA is classified as high. But it is noted that to 

achieve this the front-office needs to be correctly structured,  

 

On the access of information the employee notes that sometimes aditional documentation and 

information can be found in SMARTEAM in site folder, where he often has access to. 

 

On questions 9-10-11the employee notes that he is unfamiliar with the technical aspects.  

Specific for question 9 is that for old projects it becomes more difficult to get an accurate 

installed base.  

 

In the open question the employee notes that there is a practical and theoretical problem with 

combining different pieces of information: Sometimes we merge information, it then 

becomes difficult to match the original information. Also sometimes we pull information 

apart, difficult to assemble again 

 

 

 



  

 

Interview 4         Date: 23-10-2013 

          Time: 13:25 

Department: Service Development 

Years of experience: 1 

 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 

I4 S1 5 3 7 4 6 4 4 1 1 1 1 

S2 5 3 7 4 6 4 4 2 2 2 2 

S3 5 2 7 2 1 2 4 3    

S4 4 2 6 1 1 2 4 4    

S5 2 2 6 2 1 2 4 5    

S6 2 2 5 1 4 3 4 6    

 

 

On the question if the employee has the access to the information then the employee notes 

that sometimes a client has his or her own software solution. Often VI employees don’t have 

access to such solutions. 

 

On the question if the employee can change or add to the information. The employee wonders  

why he would  want to change the data? But notes that it is technically possible 

 

In the open question he notes that the BPI solution reads directly from PLC, logging would 

could in the future be something like: PLC -> BPI -> CMMS 

 

As an open note the employee thinks it to be too bad that client can don’t always install a VI 

CMMS solution. “We offer the possibility, however it is not always used”. First Second or 

Third party interests sometimes prohibit  adequate use of VI CMMS. 

 

Additionally it is noted that CMMS is purely a maintenance tool 

- Includes a yearly report 

- Results need to be fed back to the maintenance engineers 

 

Field data is the input side of CMMS, and needs to be in order for providing and solid 

database. 

 

  



  

 

Interview 5         Date: 28-10-2013 

          Time: 14:05 

Department: Spare Parts Supply 

Years of experience: 6,5 

 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 

I5 S1 7 4 5 7 6 7 7 1 7 7 7 

S2 7 7 1 7 6 7 7 1 7 7 7 

S3 1 2 3 1 4 4 5 5    

S4 1 3 6 7 6 7 5 1    

S5 1 1 3 1 2 2 5 1    

S6 1 1 1 7 6 7 1 1    

 

 

The importance for Vanderlande Industries depends on who you are talking to. However the 

question is answered as a kind of average.  

 

It is mentioned that the focus of this research is on items.  Current replacement is Preventive 

is based on opinion and therefore arbitrariness. Goals is Pure corrective maintenance which 

would yield more accurate results. 

 

For the level of codification the employee notes that there is little to no difference per project. 

 

For the accuracy of information it is mostly a 6, not a 7 because sometimes there are minor 

errors in the information. 

 

To know where to find the information it is often more a question of who would you need to 

find in order to. 

 

At the question on access to knowledge the employee notes that you could compare if people 

have access and how many time people work with it, there could be a relation.  

 

For adding or altering information the employee notes that he can correct the type of order, 

the rest might be possible but It is not up to me. 

 

The employee is unsure on the question of combing CMMS and SMARTEAM. 

 

On the question of combing PLC and BPI knowledge the employee notes that they are not 

doing anything with BPI. Also if it is not there, then it should be created. 

 

As an open remark the employee notes that with service is not always a 1 on 1 replacement of 

items , revisions are not a problem for replacement, but could be for LTA. Also noted that a 

revision needs to be Form Fit Function 



  

 

Also the employee would want to have a LTA, however will the client be forthcoming with 

data? 

 

The following schematic is suggested. 

 

Now:    

 

Should be:   

 

 

 

 

Interview 6         Date: 4-11-2013 

          Time: 15:00 

Department: Service Development 

Years of experience: 16,5 

 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 

I6 S1 4 6 6 1 4 2 6 1 5 5 2 

S2 5 6 7 1 4 2 6 1 5 5 5 

S3 1 7 7 1 4 2 6 1    

S4 1 4 5 1 4 2 6 1    

S5 1 3 6 4 3 2 6 1    

S6 1 5 4 1 4 4 6 1    

 

 

On the importance of Subpart failures for life time analysis, the employee notes that this is 

important, because you would be interested in the weakest link 

 

On adding or changing information the employee wonders: “who am I to change or alter 

these kinds of information?” 

 

In an open note: Everyone has to cooperate, sites need to feed the information necessary for 

LTA.  

A possible solution for the lack of adequate information the employee recommends the 

functional performance reviews of employees to include such processes as data input.  

 

 

  



  

 

Interview 7         Date: 30-10-2013 

          Time: 10:40 

Department: Service Development 

Years of experience: 5 

 

The employee had but little time available for the interview, therefore the main focus was 

dedicated on getting answers on the main questionnaire. 

 

The main problem for BPI is that the client needs to have an interest in the application and 

defines the method of application. This prevents a focus on and standardized application and 

method of application of BPI. 

 

The setting of an interview was appreciated because of the direct ability for the employee to 

ask question on context to the interviewer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 

I7 S1 2 1 7 1 4 1 1 1 7 7 7 

S2 2 1 1 1 4 2 3 1 7 7 7 

S3 3 3 7 1 4 5 5 1    

S4 4 4 7 1 4 7 7 1    



  

 

Interview 8         Date: 25-11-2013 

          Time: 10:00 

Department: Baggage Handling Solutions 

Years of experience: 8 

 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 

I8 S1 1 6 7 6 1 1 4 6 6  7 

S2 7 4 6 7 7 7 6 6 5  7 

S3 5 6 1 4 7 5 6 6    

S4 6 7 3 4 5 2 6 6    

 

It is important to note that this questionnaire is filled in from a controls perspective of 

Baggage Handling Systems. 

 

It falls to the attention that the running speed of the system is remarkably important, on why 

the employee answers that the speed of the system is remarkable important for PLC software 

since it influences baggage tracking. 

 

On the importance for Vanderlande Industries the employee is not very certain, it could vary 

per department.  On the question on the importance of the number of parcels that are 

transported, the employee notes that it is more important to know the  number of parcels that 

don't go over the conveyor (they are lost) 

 

On the importance of knowledge for LTA, the employee notes that currently VI does 

preventive maintenance. The number of parcels shouldn’t be very important  for the average 

number of passengers in a car doesn't reduce the life of a car either.  

 

On the level of codification it is noted that an increase in BPI applications is observed. 

 

A remark on the accuracy of information, it is a case of documentation versus reality, what is 

in the specifications and what is reality. 

 

On knowing where to look; the employee notes that with smarteam much can be found, 

though it must be known to you were to look. 

 

It is unclear if the employee has access to the millage of a system, so a (4) for average or 

unclear. The employee argues that it is dependent on if the person is an internal or external 

employee. Internal employees might have more access.  

 

On adding or changing the information the employee notes that he is allowed to and can 

provide others with the necessary clearances. 

  



  

 

On the question 9 till 11, on combining Smarteam-BPI, CMMS-BPI and PLC-BPI, the 

employee noted that:  

9) the employee notes that smarteam and bpi are both are databases, so it might be more an 

issue of effort then capability 

10) combining CMMS and BPI is unknown to employee 

11) VIBES solution, is a direct link between PLC and BPI, not backwards compatible for 

other projects 

 

As an open remark the employee mentions that Mayor projects don't follow the same 

processes then small projects. (note that the classification of Mayor Project has a special 

meaning within Vanderlande Industries, only a limited number of projects are classified as 

such, and they have their own unique engineering process.) 

 

Also on knowledge and information gathering; it is noted that in general the tender is leading 

for projects.  

  



  

 

Interview 9         Date: 4-11-2013 

          Time: 10:00 

Department: R&D - Embedded 

Years of experience: 8 

 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 

I9 S1 4 5 6 4 6 2 2 4 4 4 6 

S2 6 6 7 2 5 2 2 4 4 4 6 

S3 6 6 6 2 5 2 2 4    

S4 4 4 6 2 6 2 2 4    

S5 6 6 2 3 4 3 4 6    

S6 6 5 5 3 4 3 3 5    

 

Before the interview started the employee noted that the questions would as mentioned be 

focused on the switch of a Posisorter and that has key insights on the development process of 

that switch. He notes that clear aims were set for the development of that switch: 

- The development was focused on low costs 

- Communication between PLC and item was for that reason kept simple 

- That switch has a 24v signal, one for control control, and 1 error / OK signal 

- There are current plans to improve upon the Posisorter 

- Customer Centers in America require a field bus for communication 

 

On the importance of different kind of information for the development of a LTA calculation 

the employee notes that "pins diverted" is most important.  He also notes that a vision of Low 

Cost now is transformed into a vision of more standardization and simplification of the 

product portfolio. 

 

During the interview it is noted that R&D has a mechanical engineering background, 

however development decision are often based on budget implications. 

 

On the question of certain knowledge bases can be combined, the employee notes that when 

there are problems with an existing system, then experts are brought together, each bringing 

their sets of information and knowledge to the table. Hence stating that people are the 

connection between different worlds or sets of knowledge. Also noted is the fact that 

Information of projects is often linked together by SMARTEAM, however how further back 

in time, the more problematic it becomes 

 

The Services departments is asked to provide indications of the value and costs of services 

for a product. The development of new products currently doesn't take into account the 

impact of service cost. 

 

  



  

 

Interview 10         Date: 5-11-2013 

          Time: 13:45 

Department: Service Development 

Years of experience: 12,5 

 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 

I10 S1 5 3 2 2 6 5 4 6 1 1 7 

S2 6 3 6 2 6 5 4 6 3 1 7 

S3 6 3 6 2 6 5 4 6    

S4 5 3 6 2 6 5 4 6    

S5 5 3 4 2 6 5 4 6    

S6 4 3 4 2 6 5 4 6    

 

 

On the importance of specific information for the daily activities of the employee he notes 

that the information is not available, but it would be very beneficial to have. 

 

The employee notes that there is a lot of talk about the importance of this kind information 

for Vanderlande Industries, but almost no action. 

 

The importance of electrical failures is doubted: either it works or it doesn’t. It does not have  

not a big impact on functionality of an item. 

 

A solution for the collection of this specific data needs to have a low threshold, always work, 

even when there is no internet connection at the time. Else such a solution could encounter a 

high level of resistance. 

 

The researcher notes that it could be quite difficult to find the correct conveyor in a system. 

The employee notes that from his experience a specific conveyor is easy enough to find. 

 

At the end the employee notes that getting a Life Time Analysis solution of the ground is a 

commercial problem, not a technological. For instance the reporting of errors isn’t included 

as a task in working hours. 

  



  

 

Questionnaire “Current Knowledge Compositions” 
 

Unchecked 

 
 

Acc Checked         VI exp checked  

   
 

 
Checked experience and accuracy 

 

     


